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To Continue
The Dream
The E. Oaiborne Robins Distinguished University Chair
President E. Bruce Heilman
has announced the creation of
The E. Claiborne Robins Distinguished University Chair, a new
academic chair that at $1.5 million
will be the most heavily endowed
professorship at the University.
The Chair is named after the
University's distinguished alumnus and greatest benefactor, who
with his family has given the

University over $100 million since
1969. E. Claiborne Robins is
chairman of the board of A.H.
Robins and Co. of Richmond.
The Trustees named the Chair in
Robins' honor in appreciation for
his contributions to the University and in accordance with his
wishes that his alma mater become "one of the finest small private universities in the country."

In announcing the creation of
the Chair, President Heilman
said: "This professorship is in
keeping with the dream Mr. Robins shared with me some 14 years
ago. It is most fitting that this distinguished University chair bear
his name."
The UR Board of Trustees
created The E. Claiborne Robins
Distinguished University Chair to
attract to campus nationally and
internationally known figures
from such fields as government,
business, the humanities and
education.
Eligible candidates for the
Chair would include distinguished professors, scholars, lecturers, administrators, business
leaders, lawyers, scientists; or
those accomplished in the arts,
hu~anities, theology or public
service.
Chair holders will be in residence for a designated period of
time, normally not to exceed one
year and never more than five
years. As the first Universitywide professorship, the Chair
would be assigned to any part of
the University or to no specific
part, as appropriate, with the expectation that the holder would
interact with the whole University community. The first appointment is planned for the fall of
1986.

Appointments to the Chair
will be made by the Board of
Trustees on recommendation by
the President. Nominations for
the Chair may be made to the
President or Vice President and
Provost.
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Students First,
Athletes Second

By Mike Harris

smile to Tarrant's face was the reminder that Johnson would keep

Dick Tarrant, the University of
Richmond's basketball coach,
took time out from his demand-

alive the streak: he and fellow

ing 1984-85 schedule to sing the

en in a row in that category for
Tarrant's team.

praises of senior guard Kelvin
Johnson.
That's a task that can and did
take some time. Johnson, who
started most of his four years in a

Spider uniform, scored 1,400 career points and was hailed as one
of the finest guards in the ECAC
South.
But what brought the biggest

senior Larry Fells were going to
graduate on time, making it sevWhen the three seniors on
the 1985-86 team-John Newman, Greg Beckwith and Academic All-American John Davisgraduate on time (as they are on
schedule to do), the streak will
reach 10. That number runs the
gamut from starter to reserve to
bench warmer.

Kelvin Johnson, R '85 speaks with President£. Brnce Heilman

"Ten in a row," exclaimed
Tarrant. "I'm as proud as I can be
about that."
Tarrant is not alone. The entire university community, from
President Dr. E. Bruce Heilman,
to faculty members to athletic administrators to students themselves, are justifiably proud of
UR's academic standards.
At UR, the term "studentathlete" is not tossed around
loosely. Athletes are indeed students and athletes, in that order.
"That term has real meaning
and great importance," Heilman

"In 1983-84, we eliminated
30 of the top 50 players in
the state from consideration ... our coaches did not
believe they could succeed
academically."
said. "We never want to get to
the point where we are admitting
students who can win but who
will never graduate."
UR has gotten its share of
winning student-athletes in recent years. Tarrant's basketball
teams, made up of those who
build the graduation streak, has
had back-to-back seasons of 20 or
more victories. The football team,
led by Most Valuable Player and
top-notch chemistry student Leland Melvin, was ranked among
the nation's Top 20 Division I-AA
squads last year and gained the
quarterfinals of the national I-AA
playoffs.
To further the academic progress of its student-athletes, the
school in 1982 created the position of Academic Adviser for Athletes.
"The position was created after conversations with our student-athletes revealed that they
felt the need for additional tutorial services," said UR Athletic Director Chuck Boone. "Our coaches also felt strongly that the position should be a top priority for
our department, and, in fact, our
football and basketball coaches
initially helped fund the position
through their budgets."
Dr. George Ivey filled the
post until earlier this year, when
he moved into the position of Associate Athletic Director and
Chief of Staff. Dr. Candine Johnson joined the UR staff this summer as the new Director of Academic Advising for Athletes.
"As of right now, we do not
have one student-athlete who is
on a five-year plan," Ivey said.
"Every student-athlete we haveman or woman- is on track to
graduate in four years.
"Our philosophy is that if
they are red-shirted, they still

stay on track for graduation and
if they indeed use their fourth
year of eligibility, it will be as a
graduate student or while working toward a second degree."
Jvey, a retired Army colonel,
uses the discipline he has acquired through his 28 years in the
service to establish academic
guidelines for UR's student-athletes.
Simply put, that philosophy
is; you will stay on track for your
degree, no exceptions. You fall
off track, you go to summer
school. You stay off track, you
lose the "athlete" from "studentathlete," as well as your scholarship until you get back on track.
"Frankly," Ivey said, "it is
kind of a two-by-four approach.
We have not tried that approach
on anyone in three years that it

has failed. If they do choose to
come back on their own, every
one of them has made the grade
and is academically sound.
"When people are red-shirted, we do not let them slow
down because experience has
shown that when they slow
down, they stay that way."
Ivey believes very strongly
that top-notch academic performance leads to top-notch athletic
performance. The player willing
to battle his way to successful
performnnce in the classroom will
also likely be willing to battle
harder on the field. Those who
quit in the classroom will have a
tendency to quit when it gets
tough on the field.
To prove his point, Ivey
made a friendly wager with football Coach Dal Shealy.

Dr. Georgr Ill!'!,', A~•oci•tt At/Jlt tic Dirtctor and Cllitf of 51•1, 111yJ, 'Top-notch •tillrt ic prrjorm•nct lt•d, to top-notch ,thletic pt rform1uict. Tllr p/a_'(tr willing to 11,tt/t hi5
11.,,y to ,wca•,fril cl,uroom 1i1•rfom1•nce will •l•o be wi/ling to 1'•ttle lru dtr on t/Jt
ffrld,,

Dr. C, ndinr Jolm•on, Dirrctor of Ac,.lt mic A1foi5i11g for AI/J/ttn , J1Jy,, ''..-'it Riclirtiond,
5/udwt ... tilltttJ h•i•t tlir 1'r1t of l~(h world> . Thry h,vr ~xcdlent _rdwcatiolf•l opport11nil1r5 •• 1otll u txcdlr11t opport11111tre, to rxal on tht v.:irroiu pl•.1t1"g firld,."

Every year, Shealy puts his
team through a rigorous strength
test, one-on-one. Ivey stood by
and studied the match ups. Looking solely at the academic records
of the participants, he predicted
the winner in 10 matches. He
was correct eight times.
"The good students find that
something extra when things get
tough," Ivey said.
The system Ivey established
doesn't guarantee perfection and
results. Some students choose not
to stay at Richmond. But as the
basketball streak illustrates, those
who stay graduate.
The class of football that entered in 1980-81 brought 24 new
faces onto the UR campus. Seven
transferred. Fifteen earned degrees. Only two did not make it
academically.
"The most important part of
any program is being able to ask
at the beginning, 'Does this student have more than a reasonable
probability of being able to graduate from this university?"' Ivey
said. "If we do not believe he
does, we do not admit the individual."
That's a policy that's recognized and endorsed by Heilman.
He wants a winner at UR as
much as anyone, but not if it is
necessary to compromise.
'In 1983-84, we eliminated 30
of the top 50 players in the state
from consideration simply because our coaches did not believe
they could succeed academically
here," Heilman said. "We have
and will play against some of
those 30 players who will be admitted to many of our neighboring institutions. Many of those
same 30, even if they had met
our entrance requirements,
would rather go to an institution
which does not have certain required courses or where in some
cases, programs are 'established
for' or 'adaptable to' athletes.
"Of course, we regularly attract some top players because
they want to attend a good academic school. Our coaches believe that our strong and rigorous
academic reputation can and
must be turned into an asset, not
a liability or an excuse.
"Excellence in athletics is

sometimes hard to measure.
Many institutions which are considered to have excellent athletic
programs because of fine win-loss
records seldom graduate their
students. To me, this is by no
means excellence. I am committed to having winning teams
comprised of student-athletes
who will be a credit to Richmond."
In recent years, those students are not hard to find.
There's Barry Redden. A member
of the National Football League's
Los Angeles Rams and UR's alltime leading rusher, Redden is
remembered just as fondly for
making the dean's list seven
times in eight semesters.
Karen Elsner, a 1985 graduate, is the school's all-time women's scoring and rebounding leader. She maintained a solid grade
point average and has taken a job
coaching basketball on the college
level at Mount Saint Mary's.
Among current Spiders, basketball player Davis carries a 3.75
grade-point average in mathematics and was an Honorable Mention Academic A!l-American in
1984-85. Melvin, dose to becoming UR's all-time leading pass
catcher, is perhaps more comfortable in the chemistry lab than on
the field.

Karen Elsner, UR's all-time Jtixllest score
in women 's /){lsketba/1

With Ivey assuming new duties, the torch has been passed to
Johnson. She plans to make certain the standards, and the results, remain high.
"I don't know whether or
not you're aware of it, but I applied twice for my position before
I was hired," Johnson said. "The
first time I applied George [Ivey]
got the job but J came back a second time because I had such a
good feeling the first time I was
here.

"We never want to get to the
point where we are admitting students who can win
but who will nevergraduate."

UR studentlathletes dedicate thdr time
and hard work lo the books while battling
for their winninx strraks in academic /ll'r formance.

"At the University of Richmond, scholarship is important
and that was quite evident from
the beginning.
"One of the hardest things
most advisers have to do is dispel
the idea of a 'dumb jock' stereotype. It is an inborn bias with
many people, but I have not
found it to be a prominent perception among people at UR.
"At Richmond, student-athletes have the best of both
·worlds. They have excellent educational opportunities as well as

excellent opportunities to excel on
the various playing fields."
Anyone who remains skeptical about UR's academic position
needs only to look at a recent episode involving one of the most
talented athletes ever to enroll at
the school.
Greg Grooms was well on his
way to becoming the school's No .
1 rusher ever, after just two seasons as a Spider. He was a thirdteam Division I-AA All-American,
one of the top sophomore rushers
in the nation in 1984.
But he fell behind in his
school work.
If ever a school could be excused for making an exception, it
was UR with Grooms. He was
the type of player a program can
be built around, a franchise. But
it wasn't going to happen at UR,
with a star like Grooms or a
bench warmer. Ever.
So Grooms was out.
The story has a very happy
ending. It took that "two-byfour" to the head, but Grooms realized something important and
set out to make amends.
He enrolled in summer
school at his own expense, knowing he had to meet strict requirements to be considered for re-admission. He wasn't given even a
small percentage of error. It was
our way or no way.
Grooms met the standards.
He's a Spider again. A Spider
who realizes that, at UR, grades
will always be more important
than yards gained.

Mike Harris is a 1978 graduate
of Virginia Commonwealth University. He has been employed by The
Rich mond News Leader since
1978 and has covered the University
of Richmond for three years.

Change of Status
Dr. Heilman to Become Chancellor Next rear
By Randy Fitzgerald, R'63 and
G'64
Dr. E. Bruce Heilman, the fifth
president in the University's 155year history, w ill leave office on
Sept. 1, 1986, to become chancellor.
Dr. Heilman and Rector F.
Carlyle Tiller made the announcement to a special convocation of
faculty, staff and student leaders
on Oct. 11, following a similar
announcement to the Board of
Trustees and the Board's acceptance of Dr. Heilman's change of
status.
Tiller noted that the Heilman
years, though relatively brief in
the University's history, will go
down as among the most significant. " His tenure has been
marked by unprecedented
growth in the University's national reputation, its academic programs, its physical plant and its
endowment," Tiller said. Dr.
Heilman supervised some S65
million of construction and renovation projects. During his administration, the number of faculty members holding terminal degrees has risen from 60 percent to
90 percent; the number of student
applications has increased fivefold and stud ent SAT scores have
risen to 235 points above the national average . In 1983 a survey
of college presidents published in
U.S. News & World Report marked
UR as one of the 14 best comprehensive universities in the country.
Tiller said that "as chancellor, Dr. Heilman's duties will
consist of projects and activities
consistent with his talents and
within the needs of the University as judged appropriate by the
Board, the President and himself."

Tiller also told the university
community that a nationwide
search for ·a successor would begin immediately. Dr. George M.
Modlin, president from 1946 to
1971, would become chancellor
emeritus, Tiller said.
Dr. Heilman told the audience that although he was almost
10 years younger than Dr. Modlin
when he retired and almost 20
years younger than Dr. Boatwright when he retired, the University needed a younger leader
who could look ahead as he did
w hen he became president 14
years ago.
"Old presidents should never be allowed to fade away, lest
their institution fade with them, "
he said. "They should either die,
retire, or take a position whereby
they can continue to serve well in
support of the policies of the
Board and the leadership of a
new president. The latter appeared the best choice."
Dr. Heilman, who assumed
office shortly after the Robins
family gift of $50 million, said
that Mr. Robins told him that the
family had given the money "to
make a more excellent, more
effective, and more significant
University of Richmond." He told
the faculty and staff: "Clearly, together we have been true to that
charge."
Dr. Heilman said in an interview after his announcement that
his accomplishments as President
"are the accomplishments of the
entire University community."
He included among those
achievements "helping to add to
an already distinguished Board of
Trustees others of distinction, of
strength and character, and of influence; the attracting and retaining of strong administrative lead-

ership, which in turn helped to
develop a strong faculty and staff;
the implementation of a strong
spiritual and religiou s dimen sion
through new leadership; and the
adjustment and improvement of
the intercollegiate athletic program to fit the style and quality
of the Universitv and to make it
compatible with. the institution 's
purposes."
Dr. Heilman said that his decision to leave the presidency was
irrevocable. Would he consider
the presidency of another university? "My presidency at the University of Richmond has been so
excitiflg and so fulfilling and rewarding that it would be difficult
for me to be caught up in the
floundering or the flowering of
another institution. Being involved in the administration of
another institution holds no interest for me. I would rnther have a
complementary role al the University of Richmond lo the new
President and the Board than to
have the leading role in any other
institution."
Joseph A. Jennings, Chairman of the Executive Committee
of the Board, will chair both a
screening or search committee
and a selection committee to find
Dr. Heilman's successor. Dr. John
A. Roush, Executive Assistant to
the President, will serve as Executive Secretary to both the
Screening and Selection Committees.
The screening committee,
which will review all applications
for the position, will include Jennings and the following Trustees:
Dr. Clarence E. Denoon, Jr., Mrs.
Ann Carol Marchant, Mr. W.
Dortch Oldham, Mr. Stanley F.
Pauley and Mrs. Elaine J. Yeatts;
administrators Dr. Zeddie P.

Bowen, Vice President and Provost; Mr. Louis W. Moelchert,
Vice President for Business and
Finance; Mr. H. Gerald Quigg,
Vice President for Universitv Relations.
·
Two alumni, Mr. W. Gordon
Cousins Jr., R'49, and Mrs. Sarah
Hopkins Finley, W'74 and L'Sl;
three tenured faculty members,
Dr. Thomas J. CossC, Director of
the Richard S. Reynolds Graduate
School and Associate Dean of The
E. Claiborne Robins School of
Business; Dr. William H. Myers,
Associate Professor of Chemistry;
and Dr. Barbara K. Sholley, Ass·ociate Professor of Psychology; and
two students, Miss Lisa Mangano, W'86, and Mr. Robert M.
Tuck, L'86.
The selection committee, in
addition to Tiller, Jennings and
Roush, will consist of the following Trustees: Mr. Lewis T. Booker, Dr. Martha A. Carpenter, Mr
Robert D. Kilpatrick, Vice Chairman; Mr. Thomas C. Leggett, Mr.
E. Claiborne Robins Jr. and Mr.
Charles H. Ryland; and two tenured faculty members, Dr. John
R. Rilling, Professor of History,
and Mr. Robert E. Shepherd Jr.,
Professor of Law.
Dr. William 11. Leftwich,
Vice President for Student Affairs, and Dr. Clarence J. Grav,
Dean of Administration, Emi/ritus, will serve as special consultants to both committees.
The deadline for applications
is Dec. 31, 1985, but qualified
applicants would be considered
even if they applied ufter the
deadline, Tiller said. The selection committee will begin interviewing promising candidates after the first of the year. /\ choice
could be made by spring of 1986,
he said

Dr. Randy Fitzgerald, R '63 and
G'64 , is Director of the .,\Jews Bureau
al

/he University

Setting the Stage
For the Future
Reprinted below are excerpts from
President Heilman 's formal an11ouncemenl of his change of status to
the Board of Trustees.
... I have been rewarded
and fulfilled beyond mv fondest
dreams as President o(the University of Richmond. l can hardly
imagine another situation where
one person could seem to have
accomplished so much because of
so many capable accomplices.
And I can't imagine another period of time when our progress \vill
be matched. That fact provokes
me not only to act but to do so in
the spirit of setting the stage for
the next bold move toward an
even greater future for "one of
the finest small universities in the
nution.
By virtue of my relationship
with you, that I have been a successf{il president is not in doubt.
That l could not have been with a
lesser board is just as clear. The
Board selected me, allowed me to
lead, and supported me in that
leadership. As a result, we have
shared the responsibility of building a finer University.
Together vve have dreamed
dreams and we have seen visions. Dreamers look back as well
as fonvard, but a visionary has
eyes only to the front. One can
dream even \Vhen asleep, but a
visionary is effective only when
consciously awake. In 1971 I was
a dreamer and a visionary_
... But from this place, \Vhich is
a kind of shorHerm anchor in
historv, there must be other visions ;nd other vision.:irics. There
must be new dreams and ne,v
dreamers. I cannot claim todav
that my dreams or my visions· arc
as sharp, as strong, as convincing, and as sure as they were in
1971. Thus, no matter how well
meaning or how successful, I

must not risk being in the way of
progress. The next dream must
be as exciting and challenging as
the one we have pursued during
these years.
I want to turn over the leadership while everything is upbeat. That Boatwrigh\ and Modlin
served much longer i~not a justification for an extensi n of my
service as president. imes have
changed. They served until retirement for reasons of age. I offer
my service in another capacity because I have not yet reached retirement age.
Making everything possible
by laying the foundation and
maintaining the challenge have
been members of the Robins family setting the example, leading
the way, and creating the momentum. Never have I known a
family or individuals within a
family who are so selfless and,
along with that, so certuin of
their responsibility and committed to fulfillment of that responsibility.
1
l am here because tpe Robins
gift influenced my comihg. That
"seed money" has been the reason l can turn over a s9ccessful
administration to a suc~essor
president. . . .
:
If I have any creditldue from
~ny_ success in the presi~ency, it
1s first because of the lfoPins family, second because of tJ1is board,
aTld third because of my'administrative colleagues present today
and those who have served these
years.
Someone has said, "A man is
not old until regrets take the
place of dreams." At the end of
this ve2.r, I will have been a college 'or university president for 20
years. I have never regretted this
great opportunity. l! has been
stimulating, fulfilling, challenging, and exciting. The rest of my
Hfe vvill be fuller because of it.

Ever a Leader
Dr. George M. Modlin Keeps Active Role
By Dorothy Wagener
"He has risen to a position of
leadership in everything he has
undertaken," said a colleague of
Dr. George M. Modlin in 1959.
More than a quarter century
later, Dr. Modlin is still a leader.
George Matthews Modlin,
fourth University of Richmond
president who served from 1946
to 1971, has not ceased his service to the Universitv since he
came in 1938.
·
Since Dr. Modlin was appointed Chancellor by the Board
of Trustees upon his retirement
as President in 1971, he has continued actively as an administrator of numerous projects, a volunteer for fundraising campaigns,
and generally as an umbassador
for the University in the community.
,
Manv of his activities take
place behind th e scenes. The project that produces the most visible results of any of Dr. Madlin's
efforts, and indeed has become
the highlight of his chancellorship, is his work with the stained
glass windows in Cannon Memorial Chapel.
Named Chairman of the
Stained Class Window Committee bv President E. Bruce Heilman 'in 1982 upon the gift of the
rose window by UR Trustee and
Rector F. Carlyle Tiller, R'48 and
H'76, and his wife Martha, Dr.
Modlin has made this project a
central focus during the past several years. He has coordinated
the entire process, from preliminary plans to selection of design
and artist, to con firmation of gifts
by alumni and friends who wish

Dr . Modli11, fourth University president, continues aclil'ely as Chancellor

to give individual windows. The
rose window was completed and
dedicated in April 1984; in the fall
of 1985 all the chapel windows
have been given and are awaiting
installation.
Although he modestly refers
to other members of the Stained
Class Window Committee and
his co-chairman, UR Chaplain Dr.
David D. Burhans, and although
the whole process was begun by
the Tiller family, Dr. Modlin has
been the one responsible for seeing it through.
"Dr. Modlin is really the
driving force behind the stained
glass project," says Dr. Burhans.
"He has had the time to spend
on it and is a master at detail. l
give him all the credit."
"Stained glass windows were
always one of my dreams for the
University," Dr. Modlin says. "l

sat on the chapel platform hundreds of times during the 25
years I was president, looking at
the rose window and wishing
someday it could have color in it.
The stained glass windows are
the most satisfying achievement
I've had as Chancellor."
As they are installed one by
one, the colorful windows are
gradually transforming Cannon
Chapel into a place of startling
beauty. They are a most fitting
symbol of the impact made on
the University by a man who has
already given over 47 years of
dedicated service.
The windows, however, are
only one of his many current projects. As Chairman of the History
Committee since its establishment
by the UR Trustees in 1974, Dr.
Modlin has helped set up UR archives and has helped authenti-

cate UR-owned historical objects
such as a Jefferson Davis desk
and a Patrick Henry chair.
One of the History Committee's first projects was to cooperate with Dr. Reuben E. Alley in
the publication of his History of
the University of l~icl1111011d. Another task has been nomination of
persons for the Trustees' I lonor
Roll of Distinguished Faculty, Administrators, and Staff whose
names appear on a plaque in the
Boatwright Memorial Library.
Dr. Modlin has also compiled
a Directory of Trustees listing all
who have ever served, and he is
now updating a list of all scholarships, endowments and other
funds.
"One of his strongest suits is
his thoroughness," says Mitchell
L. Moore, R'83. Currently Assistant Director of Development/Annual Giving, Moore ,vorked for
Dr. Modlin as a student research
assistant on the scholarship list
project. "l learned a lot about attention lo detail that I have carried over into my professional
life. Dr. Modlin is a fine man for
whom to work."
As Chairman of the Portraits
and Plaques Commillee, Dr.
Modlin has overseen restoration
of some 40 portraits around campus. I le also approves commissioning of new portraits and orders bronze plaques when needed for campus buildings.
Dr. Modlin has been so active in development campaigns
that he was recognized as "Volunteer Supreme" at the 1985
Alumni Leadership Conference
on Sept. 13. As Chancellor he has
served in both the "Our Time in
I listory" and the "Cornerstones
for the Future" campaigns, and
he is a member of the UR Estate
Planning Advisory Council.
Through his efforts have come
gifts for scholarships and endowed chairs, and he himself has
acted as executor of several estates benefiting the University.
His community activities include membership on the boards
of Richmond Memorial Hospital,
Richmond Eye and Ear Hospital,
Central Virginia Educational Television Corp., Agecroft Hall, and
the National Conference of Christians and Jews. I Ie is a member

Dr.

and Mrs. Modlin in Cmrno11 Memorial Chapel

and deacon of First Baptist
Church of Richmond, and is also
a Rotary Club member.
Then there are the founda tions. Dr. Modlin is a life trustee
of the Virginia Foundation for Independent Colleges, an organization he helped found in 1952. He
is chairman of the board of trustees of the Keesee Educational
Fund in Martinsville, \Vhich helps
Virginia Baptist college students
and Virginia students who allend
a Southern Baptist seminary. He
is also on the board of trustees of
The Titmus Foundation in Petersburg and on the board of the Endowment Fund of First Baptist
Church.
Asked if he is working harder now than ever, Dr. Modlin
says, "Definitely not. I would say
I am pleasantly busy, without the
responsibilities of the presidential
office. As Chancellor, I have complete control over my time."
His wife, Virginia Pendleton
Brinkley Modlin, is free to pursue
her special interests by being a
member of the UR Chapel Guild.
She is currently chairman of the
Guild's needlepoint committee,
which has supervised volunteers
doing needlepoint covers for platform chairs and a kneeler in the
prayer room.
According to Dr. Modlin, another benefit of his continued as-

sociation with UR is the opportunity to work with his successor.
"I am especially fortunate to
have lived to see the University
become one of the outstanding
small private universities in the
country under the dynamic and
inspiring leadership of President
Heilman," he says.
In turn, Dr. Heilman from
the beginning of his presidency
in 1971 found Dr. Modlin supportive and gentlemanly.
"I could not have been more
fortunate in that I succeeded a
man of generosity in every regard," Dr. Heilman said recently.
"His friendship, his goodwill, his
good spirit, his personal support,
his reinforcement, and his pleasant attitude have all immensely
contributed to my success. Further, he has converted these allributes into affirmation of everything land the University have
done."
Dr. Heilman concluded: "Dr.
Modlin is, indeed, my best friend
in the University community and
every president needs a best
friend."

Dorothy Wagener is a writer and editor in Richmond, Va. She has served
as public informal ion officer for two
Virginia community colleges and has
written freelance newspaper and magazine articles.

The Steel
Behind the Porcelain
ThePrivateHelen Boehm

By Nancy Wright Beasley
On the morning of the unveiling
of a collection of porcelain art she
was giving the University, I lelen
Boehm swept into the room

\vearing a long-sleeved, creamcolored dress topped by a black
and ,vhite shawl thrown
shoulder. She \vas
furcd and dazzling with a
at diamond on her left hand and
other
on her oth her ears. She look command of
th e room as dignitaries connected
with the University buzzed
around her, introducing her continuously to even more digni taries.
When the display ,vas unveiled by Lora Robins, a longtime friend, there ,vas childlike
e xcitement on Mrs. Bochm's face.
She cl,ippcd her hands together
and !hanked Dr. Willie Reams,
UR Professor of Biology, who had
exhibited the porcelain in front of
il soft pink background, something that Mrs . Boehm said sh e
would never have thought of doing. Mrs. Boehm said the L'nivcrsity now had joined !he rnnks of
the Vatican, the Smith sonian and
the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
all pl,ices housing Boehm porceShe said th e gift was "done
the love of a child," her 19vear-old niece, Lenore Vnssil, n
~ophomore al th e University. "II
is like plan ting a seed; you· can
watch ii grmv."
That is the public Mrs.
Boehm . There is a private side
10

she rarelv reveals-not because
she is hiding it, but becnuse she
doesn't stop long enough for others to sec it.
After the unveiling, she
agreed to talk about that private
side, the one that allows her to
put on her "sneaks" and go into
the fields lo see the birds thnt MC
models for her famed porcelains
In a third-floor Gottwald Science
Center library conference room
where only the books looked on,
I lelen Boehm became as quiet as
she had been lively just moments
before.

She talked about her childhood and about how one must
never "forget
roots." I !er
face softened
she spoke of her
parents, ltnlinn immigrnnts who
came to America in 1909.
Her father died when she
was 12 and her mother took in
sewing to support a family of six
children. Another child had died
earlier, making her the baby of
the family.
Helen 13oehm turned to s(•wing as a teenager lo help escape
the cloister of her home. At 14,
she began to make dresses for

her girlfriends for 50 cents each.
She also made her own clothes
and still designs some of the ones
she wears today. She made costumes for other children to \vear
in school productions ,ilthough
she was not allO\ved to be part of
them
The entrepreneurial spirit
that is so apparent today in Mrs
Boehm began when she was
small. "I was crazv
store.' I alwav·c; r,in
and I just loved
to set things up c1nd pretend lo
have them for sale," she said.
Her independent spirit came
of age when she mMricd Edvvard
Boehm. "I was the first one to
marry a man other than an ltalicrn; he was from Baltimore,
Maryland.
brothers thought
my mother
crazy because she
started making oyster stew instead of Italian dishes, and then
there was the applesauce cake
" she said, her voice trniling
off.
Edward Boehm was placed in
an orphanage \Vhen he wcis seven
vears old. It \VdS there that he began the love affair with animals
that ,vas to make his porcelain
collection so famous. He later
worked as an assistant veterinarian in Long Island and produced
sculpture at night.
"Nature \Vas in everything
he did," Mrs. Boehm said of her
husband. "He used to say it \\"dS

Mrs. Boehm answers direct
questions about her husband and
offers little excess information
1\lthough he died in 1969, she
still is apparently moved when
she talks about him. It is the onlv
that she becomes perfectly ·
Reflecting upon their courtshe said: "He told me bewe got married, 'I Jelen, I
always be a headache, but it
will be interesting. And, I promise you that you \viii be c1blc to do
the things you have always wanted to do.'"
And do them she has. Her
list of friends includes not only
foreign dignitaries like Prince
Charles and Princess Diana, but
television personalities like Dr.
Robert Schuller, founder and pastor of the
Cathedral of
Carden
Calif., on whose
tdevision show she recently appeared to promote her autobiography, With little Luck: i\11

become a licensed optician. She
managed that accomplishment by
attending the Mechanical School
of Optics at night and working
during the day.
This fascinating lady says
that she takes time to pray when
commuting from place to place
on her whirlwind schedule. She
savs that she looks around her
e\;ery day and
"Thank vou,
thank you, Cod,
all that },ou
have given to me."
She paused for a moment
and said, "You know, I never
walk vvithout the ,:mgels on my
shoulder."
She also never walks ,vithout
what appears to be unrelenting
energy. I lelen Boehm att;:icks every project with gusto. She personifies whv hurricanes were firs!
named afte; women; she seems
lo gain velocity and catch up everything in her path. She knovvs
that to have energy, one must expend energy, and says, "If you
stop, you shrink and shrivel."

A11wricn11

At 65
is promoting
the Boehm porcelain; ,ind even
though shl' has acquired worldwide fame and vast riches, she
still keeps her optical license valid
in New York City for $4.95 a year
"just in case." Another of her
claims to fame is that she was the
first woman in New York City to

Mrs. Boehm Presents UR
With 75 Porcelains
Mrs. Helen F. Boehm, sole owner
of Edward Marshal! Boehm Inc.,
m;:ikers of fine porcelain and porcelain sculptures, presented the
Universitv on Oct. 11 with 75
porcelain sculptures, valued al
about $75,000. Prior to the unveiling she lectured in classes in The
E. Claiborne lfobins School of
13usiness and received a certificate
of recognition from President
E. Bruce Heilman. Mrs. Boehm,
whose niece Lenore Vassil is a
sophomore at the University, is a
member of the Universitv Board
of Associates.
•

Mrs. Boehm took over the
company when her husbtmd, artist Edward Marshall Boehm, died
in 1969.
In 1951 as a part-time sales
representative she placed tvvo
pieces in the Metropolitan Museum of Art and obtained an order
from President Eisenhower for a
sculpture to give to Queen F!izabeth. Since then, American presidents frequently have chosen
Boehm porcelains as gifts of state.
President :,.Jixon gave Chairman
Mao !se-tung a large sculpture
called "Birds of Peace" during his
1972 visit to China.
The UR collection ma v be
seen outside the lower le;el audi~
torium in the Gottwald Science
Center. Rf
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'' Thanks
A lot,

COACH"

By Jennings Culley
This article is reprinted with pennission of The Richmond News Leader, where it first appeared 011 T11es day, Sept. 17, 1985.

On the day they bury Mac Pitt, a
legend in college sports, the one
thing a friend would say is,

"Thanks a lot, Coach."
Gratitude, Mac Pitt used to
say, is a desired, pleasant trait.
He tried to teach the young men

he touched as coach, camp director and Sunday School teacher to
express appreciation with a

cheery "thanks a lot." It was a
byword at Camp Virginia, on
Millhiser Field, on any street

where he walked.
And today in formal service
and in moments of personal soli-

tude, thousands said their thanks
to a man who gave of his life to
so many.

For seven decades, Pitt
spread his life across the University of Richmond athletic department as player, coach, athletic director and revered alumnus. He
died yesterday at 89, but his
memory will live because of the
lasting influence he had on every
person he met.
The cold statistics in the recordbook reflect h is success as a
coach. In 37 years as baseball
coach, his teams compiled a 426256 record that included 16 state
championships an d two Southern
Conference titles. In 20 years as
basketball coach, his teams were
197-168, and his 1935 squad ran
through an unbeaten season
(20-0) .

But Pitt's life should not be
mensured by those numbers nor
by the number of men he sent on
to professional ball. His success is
best measu red by the helping
hand he held out for others. And
12

Co-Captains of the 19.50 /mse/~11/ team get the /a,,t word from the wac/1.

his victories there have been
countless.
"I don't know where I'd be
today," a former player and successful businessman s;:iid, "if it
hadn't been for Coach Pitt.
"He taught me all I ever
knew about baseball. But more
important, he pulled me back
from a bad road and gave me
purpose in life. I know it sounds
trite, but he was a father to me
when I needed one."
When word of Pitt's death
spread yesterday, that was the
universal response. People in all
wnlks of life said simply, "He
was like a father lo me."
"He set the whole tone for
my life in coaching and dealing
with young people," said Petey
Jacobs, a former prep coach. "I
modeled everything I did in
coaching after him. I named my
son after him. That tells you \Vhat
I thought of him."
"He was a model man," said
Porter Vaughan, a one-time major
league pitcher. "He counseled me
w h en I had a chance to sign with

a number of clubs. Like a father,
he helped me decide to cast my
lot with Connie Mack and the
Athletics."
Said Jack Null, a Spider football-baseball player and former
coach, "He gave me a chance
when nobody else would look at
me. I could never repay what
he's done for me."
Said Weenie Miller, another
player and coach, "I le was undoubtedly the best co!lege baseball coach ever, but more, he wJs
a man \Vho earned your undying
respect ;:ind admiration."
"He wns a Christian gentleman ... the fairest coach you
could have and one of the smartest," said Bucky Jacobs, another
former major leaguer.
An incident some years ago
shows the nnture of the man. A
father stopped by with his 5-yearold son to watch the Spiders
practice.
It was a raw March day
when Pitt wouldn't think of endangering a pitcher's arm with
batting practice so he had the

team drilling on defense. He'd set
the ball on a rubber tee and have
the players hit a roller or line
drive and then run the bases.
Pitt spied the youngster and
said, "Come here, son." The kid
sheepishly walked up to the
plate. "Now take this bat and
knock the ball as far as you can,"
he said.
The kid swung mightily and
lapped the ball about as far as a
good bunt. While the catcher and
pitcher stood looking at each other, the runner beat it out.
"You gotta be ready,"
screamed Pitt al the AlphonseCaston act. "You gotta be ready
for anything."
The episode pointed up Pitt's
two greatest attributes as a
coach-his love for the boy and
his insistence on learning the
game's fundamentals.
"The one thing he demanded
in every sport he coached," said
Dick Humbert, another ex-playercoach, "was precision ... accuracy ... fundamentals."
In baseball, he was a stickler
for perfect execution of the basic
plays ... the hit-and-run, the
squeeze, the cutoff throw, the
stolen base, the little things that
separate winning and losing.
In basketball, his teams were
patterned, deliberate, disciplined.
The scoring balance was a tell-tale
statistic in winning.
"As a football assistant, he
was the man who first coached
me as a receiver," said Humbert,
who later became an end on the
NFL champion Philadelphia Eagles. "He drove me to run patterns with precision. You didn't
go 9 1/2 steps and cut, when
you're supposed to go 10."
The best stories of his quiet
manner in helping a kid over a
troublesome spot or in guiding a
}'outh back to the straight and
narrow ·will remain untold.
They're locked in the hearts of
grateful recipients. But Pitt left
his mark on many who went on
to become corporate presidents,
congressmen, doctors, lawyers,
and such.
Winning meant as much to
Pitt as anyone, but so did being
there with a helping hand at the
right time.
Some years ago, one of his

players after suffering a head injury was bothered by failing eyesight to the extent he couldn't follow a fly ball. But Pitt knew it
would crush the youngster's spirit if he couldn't play his senior
year, so Pitt tried to conceal the
problem and played the boy.
On the last day of the season, he got his reward. The player who had struggled through the
season at the plate delivered the
key hit in a victory over arch-rival
William and Mary that clinched
another state title.
Looking back on all those
years, Pitt once said if he had to
do it again, he wouldn't change a

thing.
''I'd coach and work with
boys," he said. "The boys I
coached and worked with are
dear to me. The many friends
I've made through coaching mean
a great deal. I've been amply and
sufficiently rewarded."
Those whose lives he
touched have been more greatly
rewarded.
Thanks a lot, Coach.

In Memoriam:
Malcolm U. Pitt

in both football and basketball
and to the Virginia Hall of Fame.
He received an honorary doctorate of humanities from the University in 1974. He and his late
wife, Louise Mct'.lger Pitt, were
honored earlier this year with a
5100,000 end0wment in their name
for the University chaplaincy.
President E. Bruce Heilman
said Pitt was "one of the great
legends in UR history. .a man
of character and great positive influence. I shall miss him very
much."
Pitt is survived by two
daughters, Virginia Pitt Friddell,
W'45, of Norfolk; and Jacqueline
Pitt Suttenfield, W'48, of Richmond; and a son, Malcolm U. Pitt
Jr., R'42, of Richmond . DW

Malcolm U. "Mac" Pitt, R'18 and
H'74, legendary UR coach and
athletic director known as the
"Gray Fox," died Sept. 16 at 89.
After his graduation from UR
and a coaching stint at Fork
Union Military Academy, Pitt returned to his alma mater as assistant football coach in 1928. He
served as basketball coach for 20
years beginning in 1933 and as
baseball coach from 1935 until his
retirement in 1972. In addition,
he served as UR's athletic director
from 1941 through 1967.
A charter member of the UR
Hall of Fame, Pitt was also
named to the Helms Hall of Fame
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More Than Banners
And Buttons
Spider Oub is Athletic Service Organization
By Jeffrey L. Franklin, R'77

" ... to promote intercollegiate athletics at the University of Richmond; to cultivate and maintain

spirit among its members; and_ to
promote the interest of alumni
and friends of the University of
Richmond in the athletic prOgram .... ''
So begins the Statement of
Purpose and By-Laws of UR's

athletic booster organization, the
Spider Club. According to President Jeffrey P. Marks, R'79, "The
Spider Club is the athletic s_crvice
organization of the University. Its
role is three-fold. Spider Club
members serve us volunteers in
different programs, offering their
time. Next, we help get people

out for the games, both home
and awav. Finallv, we make financial Contributions to the athletic program, both as a Club and
as individuals."
Like other alumni-based organizations at UR, the Spider
Club has evolved over the years.
Originally known as the Red and
Blue Club, it operated independently of the University with
great latitude in the ways it could
support the athletic program.
Club members were the most enthusiastic of Spider fans, and
there is no record of any impropriety in the services they provided for the Athletic Department.
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But at other schools, booster
clubs misused their relationships
with athletes and coaches, resulting in numerous violations and
abuses. The NCAA developed
very strict guidelines for the \v~ys
in which booster clubs can be mvolved with sports programs. Today, institutions are forced to

provide a great deal of guidance
and direction to booster clubs, so
that they are assured of operating
within what have become extremely strict NCAA regulations.
AS the Red and Blue Club
evolved into the Spider Club, it
became more of the service organization it is today. Of the many
activities and programs sponsored by the Club, more are now
taking place on campus. The
Club is now a major tenant of
UR's new Center for Alumni Activities in Sarah Brunet Memorial
Hall.
One of the most popular activities the Spider Club sponsors
is the "Welcome-Back" Picnic for
football players and coaches.
Held each August, the picnic attracts over 400 people to meet the
players, talk with the coaches,
and get the inside "scoop" on the
prospects for the season.
Two of its programs which
respond to the unique needs of
student-athletes are the FosterParent program and the Monday
Night Snack program. William C.
Pendleton, R'49, has for the past
several years been in charge of
the Foster-Parent program, in
which student-athletes are
matched with local families who
provide a "home away from
home" for the student. There are

no real guidelines for the program, " ... we just let the family
and the athlete develop their own
relationship, doing whatever is
natural. Some athletes go over to
their foster parents' home two or
three times a week," according to
Marks. "Others don't go that
much at all. The idea is to provide a healthy family environment and support system for the
students, because it's sometimes
pretty rough being a student-nthlete."
The Monday Night Snack
program provides a welcome
meal for football players, who
watch game films on Mondays
before and after practice, causing
them sometimes to miss supper.
Spider dub members prepare
sandwiches and other snacks for
the players and serve the team at
the Robins Center after the long
day is over. "It's sometimes eight
or nine o'clock when they get
there," says Marks, "and they're
hungry!"
The Club helps fill the stands
for the Spiders when at home,
and organizes road trips forcertain away games. Club members
come out to the Robins Center at
night to work the phones and
help sell season tickets. In the
past two years, they took an active role in helping to fill University of Richmond Stadium for the
UR-Boston University play-off
game, as well as for UR's NIT
game against Fordham in the
Robins Center. The Club organized bus trips for UR's NCAA
basketball appearance in March
1984, and last December sponsored a bus trip to the UR-Rhode
Island football play-off game in
Kingston, R.I. Of course, the
Club organizes trips for away
games at VPI, William & Mary
and other schools during the regular season
Whether at home or away,
Spider Club members are the
most vocal and enthusiastic of UR
fans, easily recognized by their
red and blue, banners, buttons
and porn-porns. Club members
now have a special area for tailgate parties before home football
games. And the Club sponsors a
post-game reception after every
home football and basketball

game; these receptions are now
held at Sarah Brunet Memorial
Hall.
In addition to its voluteer
service activities and the promotion of fan enthusiasm, the Spider
Club helps raise funds for UR
athletics. Club members took an
active role in the Athletic Endowment Fund successfully completed last fall. Club members gave
to AEF and continue to support
athletic fund-raising efforts. And
the Club itself made a substantial
contribution to AEF.
This past year, the Club had
its first-ever Spider Sweepstakes.
Club members, along with members of non-revenue sports teams,
sold raffle tickets for the Sweepstakes. Prizes were awarded at
seven home basketball games,
and included trips, televisions, videocassette recorders, cash, and
season tickets. After the prizes
\Vere awarded, the Sweepstakes
profits of over 515,000 were
turned over to the Athletic Department. Baseball, swimming,
soccer and women's tennis were
the primary benefactors of the
Sweetstakes "because those students got out and sold tickets,

too," said Brian P. Marth, B'76,
1984-85 Club President. "The raffle showed that we weren't only
concerned with football and basketball," said Marks. The Club
supports all of UR's athletic
teams: it is a total University
booster organization. The Club
has also supported both the
Cheer!eading Squad and the Spiderettes.
The University is fortunate to
have the Spider Club. "We
couldn't get along without it,"
says Charles S. "Chuck" Boone,
UR Athletic Director. "Spider
Club members are always at the
games, always involved and helping however they can. The fact
that they're willing to follow our
guidance in the ways they can
help is important." Boone points
out that he never has to be concerned about the relationship of
the Club to his Depnrtment or of
members to players and coaches.
"It's something we can be proud
of," he said.
The Spider Club is not just
an alumni organization, although
most of its members are alumni.
"We have alumni, parents,
friends and supporters of the Spiders, even some students" as
members, says Marks, adding,
"it's a family organization, too. A
lot of our activities involve families. Kids are some of our best
members."
Marks said the Spider Club
recently began a new relationship
with the University. In July 1985
the Club affiliated with UR
through the Director of Spider
Atheltic Fund and Programs, David R. Murray, R'78, who will coordinate all Spider Club activities
on campus and will direct all athletic fundraising activities for both
annual giving and designated
projects.
Asked about the future of the
Club, Marks said that he hopes
the new relationship with the
University and a more involved
membership drive will he!p the
Club grow. "Membership is the
key," he said. "We have committed and loyal people and we're
able to do a lot. But there's so
much more we could do if we
had more members. We want to
sponsor things that will be bene15

"The Origin of
the Species," or
How the Spiders
Got Their Name

ficial for our membership. But we
don't want to be self-serving. We
want to accomplish our purpose
as a service organization and
booster dub."
The Spider Club currently
has over 600 memberships, representing well over 1,000 people
(many memberships are family
memberships). Jerry F. Williams,
B'70, is Vice President for Membership and is hoping this figure
will grow. "We're expanding our
membership drive this year and
next," Williams said. "We hope
eventually to give al! alumni an
opportunity to join the Club."
Whether at University of
Richmond Stadium, on a bus to
Rhode Island, working the Robins Center phones or selling
Sweepstakes tickets, Spider Club
members are actively involved as
supporters of athletics and the
University. It's an arrangement
where everybody benefits- athletes, coaches, members and the
University. Summing it up,
Marks savs, "We love it."
For Ti-tore information about
the Spider Club and its service
network, write: The Spider Club,
Robins Center, University of
Richmond, Virginia 23173.
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The Richmond College baseball
team first inspired the name "Spiders," no matter which theory
one believes to explain why the
name came about.
The team was originally
known as the "Colts," dating
back to a game with RandolphMacon in 1876 at which an observer referred to the Richmonders as "an energetic group of
young colts." The team kept that
name for almost twenty years;
then in the early 1890s the Richmond professional baseball team
took over the name "Colts" and
the duplication was confusing.
An amateur Richmond College Team, formed of local boys
home from various colleges in the
summer of 1894, played baseball
in the Tri-City League (Richmond, Mancheste r and Petersburg). According to several
sources, a spectator who noted
the unusual pitching of the lanky
Henry K. "Plus" Ellyson and the
gangly, long-armed outfielders,
was inspired to yell from the
stands, "You boys look like a
bunch of spiders trying to play
ball!" The crowd took up the cry.
Next morning, the term "Spiders" appeared in the sporting
column "Chips from the Diamond," written by Evan Ragland
Chesterman, L'96, and the name
remained even when the football
team returned in the fall of 1894.
Perhaps the unknown baseba ll fan was really being complimentary, suggested Fletcher
Steirs Jr., R'48, in the Spring 1942
Alumni Bulletin. Steirs thought the
amateur college baseball team
probably reminded the fan of his
favorite professional baseball
team, the Cleveland Spiders of
the old National League. (The
Cleveland team kept the name
until 1903, when they became the
"Naps" and fina lly the "Indians"
in 1910.)

Drau-mg frv"' 1913 ,,,.,e of The W<"b

At any rate, the name "Spiders" stuck after the summer of
1894. According to the 1897 Spider
yearbook, the term stood for
"success, good judgment, and
pains-taking perseverance."
However, not everyone
agreed. Alumnus and former athletic star W.F. "Tip" Saunders,
R'13, started a year-long debate
on changing the nickname to
"Confederates" or "Rebels"
when he wrote "Don't Call Me a
Spider," July 1941 Alumni Bulletin. Said Saunders, "The term
'Spider' smacks very decidedly of
weakness and is a misnomer
when applied to an fierce, two
hundred pound lineman or a
hard driving back." Alumni letters pro and con followed and the
debate was finally resolved by a
vote of all alumni in the spring of
1942. By overwhelming majority,
the "Spider" spirit would continThe baseball team is also given credit for one other version of
the genesis of the "Spider." In
this interpretation, it was not so
much that the baseball players
looked like spiders as that they
behaved like spiders-they
,aug ht every fly! OW

AROUND THE LAKE

UR RANKED AMONG
AMERICA'S BEST COLLEGES
College presidents taking part in

a survey conducted by U.S. News
& World Report have named the
University of Richmond as one of
"the best colleges in America."
The magazine announced the
results of its survey of the presidents of the nation's 1,318 fouryear colleges in the cover story of
its Nov. 25 issue. UR wc1s tied for
ninth in the regional liberal-arts

colleges rntegory, which include
189 colleges nationwide.
The ranking was the second
straight for UR, which was
ranked in the magazine's last poll
in 1983.

The mag;:11:inc's 13-pagc special section was called "America's

Best Colleges." The editors called
it "an exclusive USN&WR survey" that "showcases the schools

that lop educators named as the
nation's pacesetters."
Nearly 60 percent- 788- of
the nation's presidents responded
to the survey. They were asked
to rank the top five undergraduate colleges from a list of colleges
and universities similar to their
own according to size and academic offerings.
The presidents were asked
"to consider factors such as
strength of curriculum, quality of
teaching, relationship between
faculty and students and the atmosphere for learning."
The presidents said UR had
"an inner presumption of quality,
an 'institutional confidence,'
which propels learning and produces results."
!'resident E. Bruce Heilman

said he was "gratified that the
nation's college presidents have
recognized the University again."
Dr. Heilman said that everv\vhere
he went people recognized UR as
"an outstanding university."
He said the Univcrsitv's
strengths included a stroTig faculty, bright students, a large endowment and a beautiful, wellequipped campus.
The Robins family gift in
1969 and two successful fundraising campaigns have been instrumental in bringing UR to national
prominence, Dr. Heilman said.
The magazine ranked the top
ten colleges according to the su rvey in each of nine separate classifications drawn up by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.
The top three in each of the
first three categories were as follows: National Universities: 1)
Stanford 2) Harvard, Yale (tic);
National Liberal-Arts Colleges: 1)
Williams (Mass.) 2) Swarthmore
(Pa.) 3) Amherst (Mass.); Regional Liberal-Arts Colleges: 1) Mills
(Calif.) 2) Cornell College (lowa)
3) Goucher (Md.), Wheaton
(Mass.) (tic).
Two other classifications
were comprehensive universities
and smaller comprehensive universities. The magazine ranked
the top ten schools in each of
three geographical regions for
both categories.
The magazine said the
choices "reflect the rich breadth
of quality education across the
nation, including rural and urban
campuses, schools of fewer than
400 and more than 21,000 students." It also said "those ranked
highest- from Stanford University to little Berea College in Kentucky-give special attention to
strong, broad-based studies."
Because of changes in the
categories, comparisons with the
1983 survey should not be made,
according to the magazine. UR
finished sixth in the comprehensive universities east of the Mississippi River category in that
survey, the magazine's first such
poll. B£.
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FACULTY FEATURED
AT CONVOCATION
The University holds Opening
Convocation each year to bring
together the entire UR community. Students, faculty, staff, administn:itors and others gathered
this year on Aug. 29 in the Robins Center to start off the academic year together.

Lisa M. Le Van, President of
the Westhampton College Gov-

ernment Associution, and Robert
E. Shepherd

Jr.,

Professor in The

T.C. Williams School of Low, addressed the group. Miss LeVan
spoke on honoring the faculty,

highlighting the fact that professors arc people too. She encouraged her fellow students to regard challenges as opportunities.

Shepherd focused on cthicul
decisions and the challenges
faced by faculty members in the
classroom. "We arc," he said,
speaking of the faculty, "charged
to develop whole persons."
Educating the entire individual requires making value judgments, he continued. "The worst
crime against God is to make no
decision," he said. "We must encourage students to make commitments .... Value neutralitv
should not be encouraged." He
called for faculty members to help
students make commitments, to
publicize activism and to involve
students in professional internships.
Expanding on the adage, "It
is better to light a single candle
than to curse the darkness,"
Shepherd concluded, "We must
nourish that candle. The candle
gives not only light but heat as
well."
Distinguished Educator
awards were presented to six faculty members at Convocation. Receiving the awards were Dr. Albert C. Dawson, Professor of
Spanish, who also received the
award in 1979; Dr. Frank E. Eakin
Jr., Camp Professor of Bible and
Solon B. Cousins Professor of Religion; Michael J. Herbert, Associate Professor of Law; Dr. J.
Kenneth Matejka, Associate Professor of Management Systems;
Dr. John D. Treadway, Assistant
18

Dr. John D Trl'aduwy

Professor of History; and Dr.
1[ugh A. West, AsSistanl Professor of Historv.
The Dist.inguished Educator
award singles out faculty members for their outstanding leader-

ship in teaching and learning.
They arc nominated by a panel of
faculty members, students, recent
alumni and administrators and
approved by the Board of Trustees. FH

SPEAKERS COVER
ART, BIOGRAPHY,
BUSINESS, MORE

llarr1/ M Ward, author of ''Richmond: /111 Illustrated History '

RICHMOND HISTORY
TOLD IN BOOK
BY HARRY M . WARD
The history of Richmond as a city
is often tied to the lives of the numerous prominent Virginians it
has nurtured over three centu ries. In a new book published last
spring, the city of Richmond itself
takes center stage.
UR history professor Dr.
I farry M. Ward has written the
narrative for Richmol/d: An /1/ustmtcd History, published by the
Metropolitan Richmond Chamber
of Commerce.
"My objective was a balanced, fu ll history of Richmond
that would answer many questions Richmunders have about
their city," he says. "The book
differs from the standard history
of Richmond in its emphasis on
the social, cultural and ethnic
side of the story. I tried to give it
a fresh treatment with a lot of humor."
The narrative describes what
it was like for the average citizen
to live in Richmond at any given
time, he savs. He writes about
the effect of economic booms and
declines, the development of cultural amusements from gambling
to the theater, and everything
from public health to public
hangings. The book also traces
the various histories o f sports, reli gion, education, city neighborhoods, and commerce and industry in Rich mond .

Complementing the text are
some 400 prints and photographs
with detailed captions selected
and prepared by John S. and
Emily Salmon of the Virginia
State Library. Finally, a section
entitled "Partners in Progress"
credits businesses that sponsored
the project.
A member of the UR facultv
for twenty years, Dr. Ward con:
centrates on American colonial
~nd revolutionary hi_story. l le has
JUSt completed his eighth book,
Cltarles Seo/I a11d the 'Spirit of 76,"
which will be published by the
University Press of Virginia next
year. OW

A leading realist painter, a Harvard professor of Afro-American
studies and an Emmv-award-winning television direclor ,vere
among th ose sharing th eir expertise during visits to campus in
September and October.
Robert Birmelin, internationally acclaimed New York City
painter, was on campus Sept. 5
in conjunction with the opening
of "Street Journals," an exhibit of
his paintings and drawings in the
Marsh Gallery of the Modlin Fine
Arts Center. The exhibit and Birmelin's visit \Vere sponsored by
Joel Harnett, R'45 .
Birme!in conducted an informal Gallery Talk and led a Visual
Memory Drawing workshop. A
critique of his work was given by
Robert Berlind, art critic and artist, who said that Birmelin's
paintings give us a glimpse o f the
viewpoint o f someon e walking
dov·..-n a city street, eyes constantly moving, constantly on th e
lookout.
Afro-American biography
was the theme of the second annual Douglas Southall Freeman
Symposium held Sept. 11-12. Dr.
Nathan I. Huggins, W.E.B. DuBois Professor of History and

Robert Birme/in's Gallery Talk drew an oDerflow crowd
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University, was this year's Visiting Scholar. He spoke on "Biography as History and Art," and
explained that black leaders of
the past zealously guarded their
private lives because they feared
any slip might harm the position
of other blacks.
Among the other speakers
featured at the symposium was
Dr. Louis R. Harlan, winner of
the 1984 Pulitzer Prize in Biography for his two-volume work on
Booker T. Washington. Although
the public perception of Washington was that of an accommodator
lo white America, Harlan said
that he found a complex individual who was actually a manipulator.
The Douglas Southall Freeman Symposium was sponsored
by the UR Department of History
with funds from the Douglas
Southall Freeman Professorship
in History and a grant from the
Virginia Foundation for the Humanities and Public Policy.
Metropolitan Opera bass Jerome Hines was on campus Sept.
19-21 for the annual Tucker-Boatwright Festival. Hines gave a recital of pieces ranging from early
operatic works to black and white
spirituals, conducted a master
class in voice and reminisced
about his 40-year career in an informal talk.
Hines has performed all the
great operatic bass roles in the
course of his career, including the
title role in "Don Giovanni,"
King Philip in "Don Carlo,"
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Mephistopheles in "Faust" and
Boris in "Boris Cudounov."
The Tucker-Boatwright Festival, begun in 1954, brings to campus authorities in literature, music and the arts.
The tKclaimcd Irish-American
author J.P. Donleavv was on
campus Oct. 2 to re;d from his
work and to answer questions.
Author of the comedies "The
Ginger Man," "A Singular Man"
and "The Beastly Beatitudes of
Balthazar 13.," Dunleavy also read
from some of his more dramatic
works.
Asked if his writing was
autobiographical, he said he believes that a book cannot help but
be somewhc1t autobiographical,
but thut his writing is primarily
based on the lives of his friends
and acquainh:inccs.
Donleavy's visit was sponsored by the UR English Department.
Both the business and the
creative aspects of television were
represented Oct. 15 when James
Duffy, President of Communications/ABC Broadcast Croup, and
Jay Sandrich, 1985 Emmy-award
winning director of "The Bill
Cosby Show," both spoke.
Duffy visited the "Women in
Television" class taught by Dr.
Robert S. Alley and Dr. Irby B.
Brown and defended his network's depiction of women and
opportunities for women executives. Addressing a question
about ABC's hit show "Dynasty,"
he said "There are pro-social val ues in all these shows if you sit

dovvn and look. I le also said that
there are women executives up
and down the line at ABC, and
that the steady increase in women news correspondents is a sure
sign of progress.
Duffy, who is spokesman for
ABC's informational spots called
"American Television and You,"
says the networks arc evolving.
"I believe," he said, "that the
three networks have come lo a
certain maturity, going beyond
being the entertainer and becoming the public servant."
Sandrich spoke to another
section of the "Women in Television" class. He showed a rough
cul from that week's "Bill Cosby
Show" and talked ubout directing
it. "Most of the shows arc based
upon ideas that Bill wants lo do,"
he said. "On a lot of shows vou
get the script and pretty muCh
stay with it. With ours, it's a constant evolution."
Directing Bill Cosby isn't difficult, he said; in fact Cosbv
needs very lillle direction. ~rhc
entire cast, Sandrich said, is an
unusually bright and intelligent
combination of people.
Sandrich has directed
"Soc1p," "I Love Lucy ," "The
Mary Tyler Moore Show," the pilot for "Colden Girls" and other
television shows as well as c1 feature film.

JAZZ BAND
KEEPS FACULTY
TOES TAPPING

Richard Schw~ika

Richard S. Schweiker, ]'resident of the American Council of
Life Insurance, gave the annual
Stan lev S . Watts Memorial Lecture ilt The E. Claiborne Robins
School of Business on Oct. 23.
Former Secretary o f Hea lth
ilnd Human ServiceS, former U.S
Senator and former L' .S. Congressman, he spoke on careers in
insurance, including the industry's need for good personnel administrators, public relations
fessionals and lawvers as
as
the claims ildminiitrators, actuaries and other pe rsonne l more
commonly associated with the insurance i{1dustrv.
He also addressed the revolution in financia l services of
which insurance comp,mies arc il
part. " .. Many insurance companies are ... becoming more
than insurance companiesthey're becoming financial service
companies offering many more
services than JLISt insurance," he
said.
Also making separate appearances on campus in October
were actress Lynn Redgrave and
diver Greg Louganis. Redgrave
was on the \Vesthampton campus
filming scenes for "Homefront,"
a Universal Pictures comedy to be
released next summer. Loug,mis,
a 1984 Olympic gold medalist,
gaw a diving exhibition in the
Robins Center pool. Proceeds
from the popular show benefited
th e UR diving program. DW, FH

Nine faculty members at the University hav~ given the term
"T.G .I. F." a new direction. Instead of leaving campus lo go
home or to a social function on
Friday afternoons, they arc rehearsing for their faculty jazz
band.
Organized in September 1983
by Dr. Cene Anderson, Assistant
Pi-ofessor of Music and Director
of Bands, these professors form
the "Academy of St. Boatwright
on the Lake," or ASl30L, the
more formal name for the band.
:"hey play old-time Dixieland
Jazz.
Members of the band include
Dr. Martin Ryle, Professor of Historv, on trombone; Dr. Robison
Jari'.ics, Professor of Religion, on
trumpet; Mr. Richard Dunsing,
Director of the Institute for Business and Community Development, on banjo; Dr. Van Bowen,
Associate Professor of Mathematics, on tubc1; Dr. John I Iubbard,
Associate Professor of Mathematics, on drums; Dr. John Countrvman, Assistant Professor of
,
Speech Communications and
Theatre Arts, on drums; Or. Clarence Jung, !'rofessor of Economics, on piano; Dr. Anderson, on
clarinet; and newest member, Dr.
Joseph Troncc1le, Assistant Profes-

sor of Russian, who is the band 's
singer.
Dr. Steven Errante and Dr.
Richard Becker, both assistant
professors of music, are former
piano p layers with ASBOL.
Dr. Anderson , who \vas part
of a faculty band at anoth er college, originated the band at UR
by talking to people around campus and finding out about others
who were interested. Anderson
talked his colleagues into a rehearsal session before he even
heard them play .
"Everything turned out
well," he said. "I was impressed
with the level of musicianship o f
my colleagues."
Since most of the members
are not professional musicians,
they play mostly for the fun and
therapy, said Dr. Anderson . "All
of us getting together on Friday is
a great way to end the week."
The band practices once a
week, even through the summer,
and has performed several dozen
times. They play on campus
about once a month, and in various locations around campus.
They played for the Quill program in the Central Dining Ha ll,
for the Metro Richmond Campaign kick-off luncheon in the
Robins Center, in th e Drv Dock
cafeteria and during orierltation.
Off campus the band has performed at the voter registration
campaign at Regency Square, at
the Sovran Cen ter in Rich mond
for the music-at-noon series in
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the summer, and for several insurance companies and Democra tic caucuses.

The faculty jazz band doesn't
charge for its performances, but
any donations they receive are
earmarked for a piano so they
can change their rehearsa l site.
"Dr. Ryle's kitchen is not the
best place to practice," said Dr.
Anderson. TL

BUSINESS EXTERNS
TEST CAREERS
IN LOCAL FIRMS
Nineteen students at The E. Claiborne Robins School of Business
spent the week of Jan. 7, 1985,
testing their career plans through
the Extern Program. While their
classmates were spending the last
week of Christmas vacation with
family and friends, the 19 students were spend ing a nonpaid
week on the job with Richmond
companies, cultivating a broad
understanding of the sponsor's
career field.
Among last year's l4 participating firms were The Travelers
Companies, Markel Services,
AT&T, United Virginia Bank and
Wheat, First Securities. Karen
Ba rclay, 8'85, who coordinnted
the Extern Program last year,
says "most companies say they'll
do it again." For the student, she
says, "It is almost always a ticket

to a second interview if you present yourself well."
Mary Louise Bracken, 8'86,
returned lo campus from her
home in Cleveland, Ohio to work
at The Travelers Companies,
where she accompanied each staff
member in the group department
for a day. Pamela Moore, a Field
Representative at Travelers, said,
"We did not restructure our
schedules; if a problem with a client came up, Mary Louise saw it.
She observed the good with the
bad."
Moore wrote an article for
the company's newspaper highlighting the merits of the Extern
Program. "Explaining the job to a
student helped us go back to fun damentals. It reinforced what we
have already learned and gave us
a fresh perspective," she said.
The Extern Program started
in 1981, when students presented
the program to the Board of Directors of The E. Claiborne Robins School of Business Alumni
Association, requesting alumni
support. According to the proposal, "
approximately lO
School of Business students
would be placed in a work environment with an alumnus for a
one-week period during a semester break. The student would
shadow the alumnus during this
time, gaining insight into this career field and corporate environment."

Mary Louise Bracken spenf part of her extcmship at The Travelers Co111pa11ies worki11g
with Frank Finley, Ma11ager of tire Em/!loyee Benefits Dcpar/111c11/
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Brian Bischoff, 8'85 and former President of The E. Claiborne
Robins School of Business Student Government Associc1tion,
says, "_It. follows the purpose that
was onginally intended, although
it no longer relics solely on alumni sponsorships but is marketed
to other companies as well.
The fact that students care
enough to initiate this type of
program shows their forethought
and concern over career decisions."
With growing demand
among students for real world
experience and opportunities for
practical exposure, students in
The E. Claiborne Robins School
of Business have built and continue to maintc1in a unique program
that enables them to explore areas of interest and to make valuable connections with potential
employers. At the s.ime time
sponsoring companies arc enthusiastic about teaching and sharing
their expertise in a field. JD

FOOTBALL TEAM
RANKED NO. 1
For five weeks this fall the UR
Spiders football team was ranked
number one in the nation in the
NCAA's Div ision I-AA poll.
After beating Division I-A
Virginia Tech in their season's
opener, 24-14, and l-AA opponents Massachusetts and VM I,
19-14 and 28-14, respectively, the
Spide rs were named number one
in the first po!! of the season and
stayed there until they were beaten by I-A opponent Rutgers,
which had tied Florida, ranked
number two in the I-A poll. UR
fell to fourth after that loss.
Losses to Boston University
and arch-rival William and Mary
and a win over Brown University
brought the Spiders' final season
record to 8-3, one of its best ever,
and a numbe r 18 ranking in the
final regular-season poll.
The Spiders were led this
year by quarterback Bob Bleier of
Rochester, N.Y. (a cousin of former Pittsburgh Steeler great,
Rocky) and split end Leland Melvin. Bleier finished the season

Senior Taylor Ulckcv and Coach Dal Shealy cc/c/Jra/c after another S11ider uiclory

with a career 2,208 yards, becoming only the second UR quarterback ever to pass for 2,000 yMds
in a season. Melvin, from Lynchburg, Va. this season became
UR's career reception leader with
2,669 yards. That mark surpassed
the record held by former consensus All-American Walker Gillette
by 20 yards. Melvin's career total
of 198 catches also is a Spider
record
Pressure is also on the basketball team. Posting back-to-back
20-win seasons for the first time
in 31 years, UR's men's basketball
team will attempt to become the
first Spider squad to win at !east
20 games in three consecutive
seasons.
Last year Richmond posted a
21-11 record and reached the second round of the National Invitational Tournament before being
eliminated from post-season play
by Bobby Knight's Indiana Hoosiers for the second year in a row.
Coach Dick Tarrant has directed the Spiders to three postseason appearances and an overall record of 73-48 to post the
highest career-winning percentage (.603) of any coach in UR history. Winning 20 games during
the 1985-86 season will be a challenge, however, as the Spiders
face an extremely tough schedule,
including teams from the Big
East, ACC, Sun Belt, Pac-10 and
Metro Conferences.
When the Spiders do get into
conference play, they will be

playing in a new conference. Formerly a member of the ECACSouth, UR is now part of a new
leagu e known as the Colonial
Athletic Association which includes the same eight teams
which comprised the ECACSouth.
Four of five starters return
from last year's post-season
squad, led by senior scoring sensation, John Newman. A 6-7 forward, Newman was a first team
All-Conference selection and averaged 21.3 points per game to
rank third in the league. In 1985
Newman scored 680 points to
move into third place on the Spiders' career scoring list with 1,724
career points. An Honorable

Mention All-American, Newman
was selected to play on the NIT
All-Star Team which toured the
Far East in July.
Three other starters return
for the Spiders including senior
point guard Greg Beckwith. A 5lO mighty-mite, Beckwith shattered his own single season assist
record with 189 assists to give
him a career total of 373 to rank
#1 in the UR record book.
John Davis, a 6-5 senior forward, was an I lonorable Mention
Academic All-American and led
the squad in rebounding (6.8 rpg)
and steals (58). A mathematics
major with a 3.75 grade point average, he complements Newman
well with strong off-side rebounding and passing.
Sophomore center/forward
Peter Woolfolk was named the
1985 ECAC-South Rookie-of-theYear. The 6-5, 225-pounder is an
excellent leaper and averaged 9.8
points and 6.0 rebounds per contest.
Boston College transfer Rodney Rice appears to be the leading candidate to fill the void created by the graduation of fouryear starter and N BA draftee,
Kelvin Johnson. A 6-3, 185-pound
athlete, Rice is a good ball handler
and a deadlv shooter.
Six-one,junior guard Joe
Runk is the only other Spider
backcourt player with any collegiate game experience and can
play in either the point or shooting guard slot. TS, RF
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ALUMNI NITTES
ALUMNI ARE SOUTHERN BAPTIST LEADERS
A number of UR alumni/ae were
involved in the Southern Baptist
Convention held in Dallas, Texas,
June 11-13, 1985.
Chairing the annual meeting in
Dallas was SBC president Charles F.
Stanley, R'54. Stanley was re-elected
for a second year as SBC president
by a record-breaking attendance of
44,248 voting messengers; he
received 55 percent of the vote to 45
percent for W. Winfred Moore of
Amarillo, Texas.
Follovving the election of president, Dr. Raymond F. Allen, R'62
and H'74, spontaneously placed in
nomination the name of Winfred
Moore for vice president; Moore
was overwhelmingly elected. Allen is
pastor of the Blacksburg Baptist
Church, Blacksburg, Va.
Also taking part in convention
business was Dr. James H. Slatton,
H'85, pastor of River Road Baptist
Church in Richmond, who gave the
baccalaureate address for the University in May 1985 and received an
honorary Doctor of Divinity degree.
UR alumnus Charles G. Fuller,
R'54 and H'70, was elected Chairman of the ad hoc Peace Committee
of the Southern Baptist Convention.
The 22-member committee was
assigned to "determine the sources
of the controversies in our convention, and make findings and recommendations regarding those controversies" and to report to the next
annual meeting in Atlanta in June
1986.
Also elected to serve on the
committee was Christine Gregory,
H'83, of Danville, Va.
Fuller, who is pastor of the First
Baptist Church of Roanoke, Va., also
preached the Dallas convention's
Annual Sermon following an invocation given by Anne Plunkett Rosser,
W'51, co-pastor of BainbridgeSouthampton Baptist Church in
Richmond.
In his sermon, Fuller warned that
a loss of touch with God's power is
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"too much to lose'.' He said loss of
spiritual power can happen because
of preconceived notions or because
of arrogance and pride, saying, " ... it
is a sad state of affairs for any Christian, or group of Christians, to be so
impressed with their own nearness
to the Lord that they cannot see
Him at work in the lives of others'.'
He also warned against presumption, preoccupation and suspicion.
"The Lord has so much for us yet to
do;' he said. "To lose touch with that
power is to lose that opportunity."

Chllrlcs C. Fuller

Robm G. \Mitts

Ro/!i'rl E. LJ'itdi

Crurgf L Ymrt> /1

METRO G-IAMBER BOARD BOASTS
MEMBERS WITH TIES TO UR
Alumni of the University provide
leadership in a number of organizations across the country. Just one of
these is the Metropolitan Richmond
Chamber of Commerce, where the
1985-86 Chairman, Immediate Past
Chairman and Chairman-elect are
all UR alumni. Additionally, a
number of the members of the
Metro Chamber's Board of Directors are UR alumni or are otherwise
involved with the University.
Chairman of I he Metro
Chamber is Robert C. Watts, R'59.
Executive Vice President of A.H.
Robins Co., he is a member of the
Executive Advisory Council of The
E. Claiborne Robins School of Business and was UR's 1980-81 Annual
Giving National Chairman. He is a
past director of the Richmond College Alumni Association.
The Metro Chamber's Immediate Past Chairman is Robert E.
Leitch, R'39. Retired President of
Commonwealth Propane, he is a

member of the UR Board of Associates and has served on the UR
Board of Trustees, where he was a
member of Ihe DevelopmentUniversity Relations Committee. He
was the 1977- 78 Annual Giving
National Chairman and has served
on the Richmond College Alumni
Association Board of Directors.
Awards he has received from UR
include the Alumni of the University
of Richmond Award for Distinguished Service in 1984 and initiation into Omicron Delta Kappa,
n,1tional service fraternity, in 1980.
George L. Yowell, G'69, is the
Chairman-elect of the Metro
Chamber. He is President and Chief
Executive Officer of Dominion
National Bank. The 1976- 77 Annual
Giving National Chairman, he is a
member of the Executive Advisory
Council of The E. Claiborne Robins
School of Business.
UR alumni who serve on the
Board of Directors of the Metro

Chamber include B. Wallace Beauchamp, R'59, Executive Vice President of Beauchamp, Martin, Gay &
Co., Inc.; Dr._William C. Basher Jr.,
R'68, Superintendent of the Henrico
County, Va., Public Schools; William
F. Kayhoe, 8'40, President of Kayhoe
Construction Corp; Fenton N. Hord,
U'70, President of Eskimo Pie Corp;
and Richard H. Seward lll, 8'65,
Partner in Peat, Maiwick, Mitchell &
Co.
Other members of the Metro
Chamber Board cf Directors with
ties to the University include
C. Coleman McGehee, President
and Chief Executive Officer of Sovran Bank; W. Dale Merriss, Plant
Manager, Textile Fibers Dept., E.L
duPont deNemours & Co. Inc.; and
Morton C. Thalhimer Jr., President
of Neighborhood Theatres Inc. All
three serve on the UR Board of
Associates.
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ALUMNI NOTES CONT

TRAVELLING SPIDERS IN AFRICA

ALUMNI CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
Philadelphia alumni spent a Sunday
afternoon at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Clarence E. Denoon Jr., R'34, in
Bucks County, Pa., on July 21. Graduates representing every decade
from the '20s through the '80s and
their families (the youngest a future
recruit only four months old) ate,
reminisced, fed the ducks, swam,
played badminton and generally
enjoyed a summer afternoon in the
country. The chapter's first-ever
"Bring Your Ow1{ Picnic was a big
success! Thanks to Dr. and Mrs.
Denoon for hosting the picnic, and
to "Jack" Atkinson, R'44, for putting
things together.
Philadelphia alumni also hosted
a New Students picnic on August 18
at Valley Forge National Park, giving
incoming freshmen a chance to get
acquainted and learn more about UR
from upperclassmen and young
graduates.
For more information contact:
Jack Atkinson, President, Philadelphia Alumni Chapter, 717 Camp
W:xxls Road, Villanova, PA 19085.
Washington, D.C., area alumni
had a picnic July 19 at Wolf Trap
Farm Park in Vienna, Va., and heard
the National Symphony Orchestra
perform selections from George
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Gershwin, Cole Porter and Jerome
Kern. The event was a sell-out, and
alumni and their guests were treated
to a catered picnic dinner on the
lawn and the orchestra concert. The
chapter plans to make the summer
outing at Wolf Trap an annual event.
Thanks to Chapter President,
Donald B. Williams, 8'53, and his
steering committee for planning the
event!
Also, congratulations to Don
on being named to the University
Board of AsS<X:iates! \Ak look forward to his service on this Board.
Baltimore alumni attended an
Orioles game on July 13, and hosted
a New Students gathering on
August 20. Thanks to Jim Hubbard,
R'46; Elizabeth McLaughlin, W'85;
and Julia McNeal, W'82, for hosting
the gathering. Doug Sauer, R'80,
was in charge of the Orioles gathering. Jane Witowski, W'78, edits the
Baltimore Chapter Newsletter, and
her address is: 916 Passamuguody
Harbour, Pasadena, MD 21122.
Atlanta alumni have a new
Chaircouple in Ken, 8'77 and L'83,
and Jean, 8'77, Alcott. Louis M.
"Lou" Markwith, 8'67 and RBD'79,
was Chainnan of the chapter. He
has moved to Washington, D.C.,

where he is Vice President for College ReL:itions at C,allaudet College.
Anne Edmonds Ramsay, 8'81, and
her husband, George, hosted a New
Students gathering at their home
(on their deck!) on August 8.
Thanks, Anne and George!
Miami alumni gathered at the
Grand Bay Hotel in Coconut Grove
for a gathering June 17 hosted by Joe
Kellum, 8'69, and Chapter president
Donna Dirska Pierson, W'84.
Head Football Coach Dal Shealy
hosted a small but quality crowd of
alumni at Marco Island for a UR
weekend there August 2-3
Raleigh alumni recently
received their latest copy of the Triangle Alumniws, edited by Mary June
Jones, 8'79. Chapter President
Henry Jones, L'78, and the steering
committee sponsored a dinner in
May at the Sheraton-Crabtree. UR
Economics Professor Clarence Jung
was among those who made the trip
from Richmond
Tidewater alumni recently
sponsored their second-annual
Alumni Pool Partv/Barberne at the
Little Neck Swim.Club in Virginia
Beach. Over 30 alumni turned out at
the gathering August 17, despite the
rains brought on by Hurricane
Danny. Chapter President Rick
Mathews, R'74 and L'77, stood in
the rain long enough to give away
door prizes and say a few words to
those huddled under their umbrellas.
Rick takes over as President from
Les Lilley, 8'71 and L'78.
The Tidewater Chapter also
sponsored a very successful barbecue after the Oyster Bowl on
October 5, 1985. Over 500 alumni
and friends of the University
attended, along with the Spider
Football Squad. Hats off to Don Williams, 8'76; Rick Matthews, R'74;
and the Steering Committee for
hosting a super event!
The San Francisco and Los
Angeles alumni chapters ran a
53% Annual Fund participation
rate among those who attended
meetings with President Heilman
in those two areas in February.
Congratulations to our chapters
and chapter Presidents Walter
Schnee, B'67, and Jim Sweeny,
R'49, on the \Akst Coast.
Watch the UR Mafo;azine for
nevvs from your area!

IA W SCHOLARSHIP
RECIPIENTS FETED

COKER HONORED AT PICNIC

TC Williams School of Law scholarship supporters and recipients were
honored at a dinner hosted by the
Law School on Oct. 14, "1985, on the
UR campus. The dinner provided an
opportunity for scholarship contributors, many of whom are alumni, to
meet the students receiving their
scholarships.
The Law School Scholarship
Program includes 60 annual
endowed scholarships which provide
approximately $100,000 in financial
assistance to law students
For information on estc1blishing a
law school scholarship, contact the
Law Alumni Office, (804)

289 - 8028

NOMINEES FOR
TRUSTEE SOUGHT
The Westhampton College Alumnae
AsS<Xiation invites nominations for
the position of alumnae representative to the University of Richmond
Board of Trustees. Names, with supporting information, should be sent
by December 15 to the Alumnae
Office, The Deanery, University of
Richmond, VA 23173
A slate of three will be sent to
the Board of Trustees, who will
select one to serve a four-year term
beginning July, 1986.

JENNINGS NAMED
ALUMNAE PRESIDENT

The Deanery staff held a picnic lunch July 4, and invited Hannah Coker, W'23, a~
a special guest. On Mrs. Coker's left is Cindy Elliott, 1985 Orientation Chairman, and on Cindy's left is Quita Tansey Collins, W'66, Westhampton College
Housing Coordinator

ALUMNAE AT WORK IN DEANERY
Returning alumnae who come to the
Westhampton College Deanery this
fall will see some familiar faces on
the staff. Alumnae with jobs in the
Deanery include this group. Seated
on the left is Ruth Atkins Hill, W'S9,
who is the Director of Women
Involved in Living and Learning program, while seated on the right is
Dr. Claire Millhiser Rosenbaum,
W'54, Interim Dean of Westhampton College. Standing left to right
are Jane Stockman Thorpe, W'SS,
Director of Alumnae Relations;
Suzanne Lacy Dickerson, W'SS, temporary secretary; and Quita Tansey
Collins, W'66, Westhampton College
Housing Coordinator. Not pictured
is Alice Dunn, W'85, who joined
the Alumnae Office in October
1985.

ALUMNA MEETS
DR.HEILMAN
Carol Brooks Jennings, W'56, ls the
new president of the Westhampton
College Alumnae Association. She
will serve a two-year term concluding in 1987. A Tabb, Va., resident,
she is a partner in Templeton &
Associates.

Nancy Bass Glass, W'73, saw a
familiar face on Pan Am's New York
to Washington, O.C., run this
summer. A flight attendant for Pan
Am, she saw President E. Bruce
Heilman and they spoke briefly.
Small world!

BUSINESS ALUMNI
HEADED BY WILKINS
Dan Wilkins, 8'66 and RBD'74, has
been named to a two-vear term as
President of The E. Cl~iborne Robins Sch<X)I of Business Alumni Association. He is the Controller for the
Pearson Companies.
Other officers include Vice
President of Operations, Frederick
H. Hall, B'71; Vice President of Membership, James E. Harris, 8'68; Vice
President of Faculty and Student
Relations, Betsy Todd Crosby, B'77;
and Treasurer, John B. Clarke,
8'73.
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WESTHAMPTON
CLUBS REPORT
Middle Peninsula Aluimmc Cb,/,
Barbnrn Reynolds Omli, Pn-sidmt

Box 449
West Poini, Va . 23181
On May 18, the Middle Peninsula
Alumnae Club met for a salad lun-

cheon in the home of Jeanice Johnson Roberts in Williamsburg, Va
With Jane Thorpe as Quiz Master,
the group enjoyed playing \t\ksthamptm{s Trivial Pursuit Slide
Game. The members also voted to
give $100 to the Women Involved in
Living and Learning program.
The October meeting of the
club was in Gloucester at Mary Alice
Revere Woerncr's home.

Ridmwml Clul!
Susan Clari«, Comsponding Sen-etary
729 Holbein Place
Ridnnmul, Vn. 23225

The Richmond Club has selected Lee
Moreau, daughter of Bonnie,
W'63, and John Moreau, R'64, as the
recipient of the first Richmond Club
Scholarship award. Lee is a freshman
at Westhampton.
The Richmond Club spring
brunch was held at the Commonwealth Club with over 100 in
attendance. The Distinguished
Alumnae Award was given to
Pamela F. Koch, W'62. The guest
speaker was Fred Anderson, Director of the Virginia Baptist Historical
Society, who spoke on the historical
records of Westhampton maintained
by the Historical Society.
Trisha Prillaman, W'72, Chairman of the Pecan Sales, conducted
one of the most successful pecan
sales in recent years, raising over
$2,500 for the scholarship fund.
Other successful events held by
the Richmond Club in '84- '85 were
the Sandwich Supper for Incoming
Freshmen, Carolee Hall, Chairman;
Arts Around the Lake, Brownie
Hamilton, Chairman; Children's
Christmas Party, Susie Gibbs,
Chairman; and Card Party, Mary
Adams, Chairman.
The Richmond Club is six,nsoring a new seminar series which
began in September 1985. The three
seminars include Dr. Fave Redwine,
Professor of Obstetrics ~nd Gyne-
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cology at the Medical College of
Virginia, on "Delaying Childbearing"; Kate \Aklch, Certified Color
Consultant and Director of Beauty
for All Seasons, on "Introduction to
Personal Color Analysis"; and Nan-

cie Walsh, Wheat First Securities,
"Women and Investing'.'
New stationery has been printed and can be obtained from Spring
Craft Kirby for $2 for an assorted
pack of four scenes of Westhampton.

ALUMNA TOURS
WITHUVINE
S,mdy Heilman, W'77 and daughter
of UR President E. Bruce Heilman,
has been in Bitburg, Germany,
teaching in the elementary school on
Bitburg Air Base. She accompanied
Irving R. Levine, NBC Economic
Correspondent, on a sight seeing
tour of the area after President
Ronald Reagan's visit to Bitburg. She
is shown here with Levine on the
left and Joe Kane, Principal of Bitburg Elementary School, on the
right. Miss Heilman has been in Bitburg since fall 1983.

TRUSTEES EXAMINE
ALCOHOL POUCY

ALUMNUS O'FLYNN
IS MARATHON WINNER

In an effort to maintain Universitywide compliance with this year's
state legislation raising the lega l age
for alcohol consumption, a new
committee is examining current alcohol policy at UR.
The committee is under the
direction of Elaine Yeatts, Chairman
of the Student Affairs Committee of
the UR Board of Trustees.
The Board of Trustees will
probably vote to revise the rnrrent
alcohol policy at UR once the committee considers how the new legislation will affect student affairs, says
Dr. William H. Leftwich, Vice President of Student Affairs.
Dr. Leftwich says that some
new operating procedures have been
adopted in view of the fact that
there is a mixture of legal age and
under age students on campus, as
well as visitors and returning alumni
who arc of legal age. Alumni should
be aware that for an individual to
consume, possess and purchase alcohol, he or she must be 21 years of
age.

Scan O'Flynn, R'82 and former UR
track captain, won the Richmond
Newspapers Marathon on O ct. 20,
1985, with a time of 2 hours, 21
minutes, 50.7 seconds. It was the
third time he has won and t he first
time his parents from his home in
Cork, Ireland, have been present to
see him run
O'Flynn came to UR in 1978
after his high school team in Cor k
won the national schoolboy cross
country title. He now lives in Petersburg, where he works as a controller for United Bio Fuel.

CHIPS GATHER FOR LUNCH

TAX SYMPOSIUM
HONORS ALUMNUS
Edwin S. Cohen, L'33 and a member
of the UR Board of Associates,
retires this year from the faculty of
the University of Virginia School of
Law. To honor his retirement, U.Va.
held t he "Edwin S. Cohen Symposium on Current Tax Reform
Topics" in Charlottesville on Oct. 17
and 18.
T he symposium opened with an
outline of major issues in business
taxation by Professor Michael J.
Graetz of the Yale Law School. In
e<1ch morning and afternoon session
a major paper or papers were presented on a current topic in tax
reform, followed 6v reactions to the
paper from special ~ommentators.
Paul A. Volcker, Chair man of the
Federal Reserve Board, spoke at the
luncheon on Oct. 17, while Roscoe L.
Egger Jr., Commissioner of the
Internal Revenue Service, gave the
closing address on Oct. 18.

WALIACES CHAIR
LAKE SOCIETY

New students arrived on campus August 24 for the fa ll semester, and those
with alumni parents were treated, along with their parents, to a speLial luncheon at the Westhampton College D eanery. The picnic lunch for the chips
off the old blocks was attended by nea rly 100.

T he University Lake Society has a
new chaircouple for 1985-86. W. Lee
Wallace, 8'69 and RBD'77, and his
wife Sally, W'71 and G77, are h eading the volunteer alumni organization this year. Wallace is Manager of
Leaf Logistics for Philip Morris USA
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''THERE'S NO PIACE UKE HOME" COMING
"There's No Place Like Home" was
the theme of Homecoming 1985,
and UR alumni came home by the
score for the week of Oct. 13-20.
Jeff Franklin, R'77 and Director of
Alumni Affairs, estimated that a
total of 2-3,000 people attended various events on campus at various
times.
The Student Homecoming Action
Committee got the week off to an
appropriate start with a screening of
"The Wizard of Oz" and decorated
Tyler Haynes Commons with posters, signs and a yellow brick road
outlined on the floor the length of
the building. Other events during
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the week included firev,.,orks over
Westhampton Lake, an airband contest and a homecoming bonfire and
pep rally.
A sampling of events from the
weekend includes the Bogle Open
go!f tournament won by Jack
Catlett, L'82; a reunion for the
Richmond College class of 1940; a
100-day reunion for the class of
1985; a diving exhibition featuring
Olympic diver Greg Louganis; and
the Homecoming Dance, held at the
Richmond Hyatt. The annual
E. ClaiOOrne Robins School of Business Alumni Association breakfast,
with speaker Edward J. Campbell,

President and Chief Executive
Officer of Nev.;port News Shipbuilding, was held Saturday. The Richmond College Alumni Association
held its first annual brunch on Saturday in Brunet Hall, and then everyone was off to University of Richmond Stadium, where the Spiders
trounced Northeastern University.
All alumni were invited to the
Post Game Party X and most of
them came, it seemed. Franklin
estimated that at any one time there
were close to 1,000 people enjoying
the Kings of Swing in Millhiser
Gymnasium.
Events finishing up the weekend
included the Homecoming Chapel
Service on Sunday morning and the
University Band and Choir concert
on Sunday afternoon.
It's not too early to start planning
for Homecoming 1986. The celebration will run Oct. 12-19 and will be
highlighted by the football game on
Oct. 18, when the Spiders take on
long-time rival Virginia Military
Institute.

ALUMNA WINS

Sii'i.TEOFFICT
Congratulations are in order for
Mary Sue Terry, W'69, who on Nov.
5, 1985, became the first woman to
win a statewide office in Virginia.
Her opponent was Republican William R. "Buster" O'Brien, R'68.
\tVhen Terry is sworn in in Jam1ary, she will be one of only two

women attorney generals in the
United States.
A Martinsville native, Terry grew
up in rural Patrick County and
earned a degree in political science
from the University. After completing her master's in government in
1970 and her law degree in 1973,
both at the University of Virginia,
she served as Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney in Patrick County,
Va., from 1973-77. She has practiced law in Stuart since 1978.

She has also served as a state
delegate since 1978. As a delegate
she served on the Conservation and
Natural Resources Committee, the
Education Committee, and the
Courts of Justice Committee, all
since 1980. Since 1982 Terry has
been a member of the Corporation,
Insurance and Banking Committee
and has chaired the Governor's task
force on drunken driving.

Tiu· crowd 11/ Po.1/glllrw I'11rfy X spilled out of Millhiser Cym1111sium mid down !hr fronf
steps.

Alumni/ae Wc>ekend last spring was
an occasion for reunions, dinners,
dances and simply catching up on
old friends. Among those attending
were Frances Faglie, W'n, left, and
Gladys McCutchcon, W'21, both of
Richmond. The next Alumni/ae
W:!ekend is May 30-31, 1986.
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30's
Ed win S. Cohen, R'33, the Joseph M.
Hartfit,)d Professor of Law, is retiring
from the U.Va. faculty after 17 years. Before joining the U.Va. law faculty in 1968.
he was in private practice in New York
He was on leave from 1969 to 1973 to
serve as Assistan t Secretary of the U.S.
Treasury and Undersecretary of the Treasury. Au thor of numerous articles on legal
subjects, Cohen is a member of the American Law Institute, the American Bar Association and the Virginia State Bar Asso-

Jay J. Levit, L'58, w,is recently listed in
"Best Lawyers in America" for Labor
The Rev. Lewis H. Su tton. R'58, bernmc
tht' pastor of the Levanna Community
Church of Auroril, N.Y., March 24. He
and his wife. Jane Griffin Sutton, are retirees who will serve under the sponsorship
of the Christian Service Corps of the
Home Mission Boilfd of the Southern llaptist Convention. Prior tu coming to New
York, Sutton served churches in Virginia
and North Carolina

&O's

ciation

40's
E. Maynard Adam s, R'41, is the author of
a new book entitled Ph1/os..,phy and the

Modern Mind: A Phi/osopl11wl Critique of
Modern Western Civilization. Dr. Adams is
the Kenan Professor of Philosophy at the
U. of North Carolina, Ch,1pel Hill.
Edw ard Schapiro, R' 42, was recently
elected commander of Jewish War Veterans Post #191 of White Plains, N.Y. He is
completing his 29th year of teaching English at White Plains High School and also
directs publicity for the local chapter of
Phi Delta Kappa. A formn thespian of the
University P!Jycrs, he now confines his
dramatic activities to the playreading committee of the Fort Hill Players. a local drama group
Alvin Guttag·s firm of Cushman, Darby &
Cushman moved into a beautiful new
building at 1615 L Street, N.W .. in Washington, D . C., on June I, 1985. Mr. Guttag, l'47, is still active but says he is Slowing down a bit. He plans tu become counsel in about two vears.
Wa lter Rcgirer, L'49, received the Hardy
Cross Dillard Mcmorill Award from the
Va. State Bilr, International Law Section,
in appreciation of outstanding contributions to international friendship. law and

SO's
Joseph F. Spinella, L'50, succeeded Judge
I:. Ballard Baker on the bench of the Circuit Court of Henrico Countv on March 1,
1985.
Alva S tuckey Jr. , B'.11, represented Dr. E
Bruce Heilman at the inauguration of Dr.
Leon Howard as President of A!Jbama
Stille U., on June 29
Robert L. Bald ri dge, R'55, is Senior Pastor
of St. Paul United Methodist Church in
Goldsboro. N.C.
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Tommy P. Baer. R'60, has been elected
Vice Chairman of the Advisory Committee of the Va. Department of Volunteer·
ism in Richmond
Charles G . McDan iel, R'60, was recently
appointed lo the FHWA's National MotOr
Carrier Advison' Committee. He is Presi·
dent of Hilldruf' Transfer and Sturag'-' in
Fredericksburg. Va. He is married to the
former Mary Wynn Richmond. They have
three children: Charles Wet'don. William
Richmond, and Elizabeth Wynn.
Dr. Preston Forbes, R'62, has been appointed Vice President for Academic Affairs at Heidelberg Collegt' in Ohio. l le
was appointed Academic Dean of the College in 1981 after serving for 11 ycilfs as
an instructor and chairman of the Physics
Department.
Bradley H. Gunter, R'62, has been appointt'd Director of Foundation Relations
with the U.Va. Office of Development.,\
former secretary of the Federal l{eservc
Bank in Richmond. Dr. Gunter will be responsible for coordinating the solicit;:,tion
of m;:,jor gifts from foundations

Richard 5. Miller. L'62, was elected Judge
of the 24th Judicia l Circuit of Virginia in
February 1985.
Joseph Teefey, R'62, has been appointed
to the newly created Board of Medicaid
Assistance Services. The Board will over·
sec the work of the new Medicaid Agt'n·

cy
Graham K. Ragland, R'63, has been appointed Assistant Viet' Pit'sidt'nt w ith
C&P Telephone Co. Before accepting the
promotion, he was Division Man;:,gcr for
Corporate Accounting ;:,nd hnance. He is
a Spencerville, Md .. resident
Dr. James W. Brockington, K'65, of Allen town, Pa., has been appointed Director of
Research Management in the corporate
science center of Air Products. I le will be
responsible for overall management of science center operations, including administration, long-range program planning, and
management of high priority, multi-disciplinary programs
Robert Dills. R'68, recently joined the Ex ecutive Staff of the Martha Washington
Inn in Abingdon, Va., as Director of Markt'ling and Public Relations.
Harry N. Doyle Jr., U'68, is Manager of
Externa l Affairs at C&P Telephone Co. in
Falls Church, Va.
Julio G. Dekorso III, R'69, has been ap puintt'd Assistant Director of the Virginia
Real Estate Commission . He is studying
for a mastt'r's degree in public administra tion at Va . Commonwealth L".
Sarah Mathewes Sartain , G'69, was prumott'd to Librarian for Books and Serials
at the Va. Historical Society. She currently
serves as Secretary of Region IV of the
Virginia Library Association and is a
member of VLA's Ad Hoc Committee on
the Ct'rtification of Librarians. She is also
a member of the Services lo Adults Committcl' of !ht' Rdnence and Adult Services
Division of the American Library Associa tion
Benjamin F. Sheftall, D.M.D., R'69, is a
practicing dentist in Charleston, S.C. Ben
and his wift', the former Kath leen \Vhite,
have two d,rnghters, Kathy and Becky,
ages 15 and 10
Stephen R. Stahl. R'69, B'82, has been
promoted to the position of Life Sales and
Marketing Consultant with the Richmond
Branch Office of Fidelity & Guaranty Life
lnsurann• Co. He joined USF&G in Au·
gust 1981 as a Life Special Agent and was
later promoted to Lift' Department Super·
intcndent

70's
D ouglas E. Mark ham, R'70, is Controller,
Vice President of Finance for Community
Benefits Corp. in Richmond
G. Patrick L. Mu rphy, G'70, is Field Manager for Sorbus Bell Atlantic in Fairfax,

v,.

George L. Smith Jr., L'70, off lampton,
Va., was ek..:ted to rt'present t)w 8th Circuit, repl.lcing Walter J. Ford. Mr Smith
isa sole pr.ictitioner. Ile ha., been ,·t·rv,Ktivt' with the I l,1mpton Bar As.,ociation
J. H . Diersen 111, R71, i., Southt',lsl Regiona l Manager for I loon·r Univl'r.,,i J Divi.,ion Johnson Controls in Mt. Vt'rnon,
Ohio.
Jam esT. Moore Ill , L7J, h,isb...·t'n,ippointt·d a., IJ{,puty Attorn,·y Gl'rll'r,11 of
Virgini,1, Judici,il Aff,iirs Di, i.,ion, to ',UCce,·d Eh1ab...,th Lacy who w,h appoinkd
by Go\'. Charil's S. Robb to tlw St,1tc Corpora tion Commi.,sion
Step h en D . Bloom, L72, h,1., formed a
new l,iw p,1rtm·r.,hip "ith 11. I,.,, Townsend . Tuwnsl'nd & Bloom h,1., office., in
J::mpori,1, V,1
Michael S. Cates. !{72, i.,S,:nior Vict'
Presidl'nt. Sccuritv Nation,il B,mk in
wa.,hington, D.C
Ronald S. Ottavio, R72, h,1., btTn promoted to A.,sist.mt Vin' Pr,.-.. idt·nt with
thell.inl<.ofVirginiil lie joint·d tlwbanl,..'.,
Le,1sing Di,i.,ion in 1974 ,ind tran.,Jnred
to A.,sl'l U,1.,,·J l,·nding in 1976 1, lwre he
became a comnli'rcial finance officer in
1981
EllisF. Will s, B'7J, is \'ice President
MortgageLendingatSunri.,l'f'ederalS,i"ings in Fairfax, V.i
Thomas M . Drane y Jr. , R'74, has b.._,en
promoted lo[a .. tl'rn R<'gion /1.1,mag,'r for
Revnolds Aluminum Recvcling Co
Harry W. Ke ss ler Ill, R'74, h.i., be,,n promoted lo Branch Officn ,it the Denbigh
officl' of B,1nk of Virginia in \/e\\'port
News. l!c i., enrolled in the .\1.B.A. program at the College of \Villi.im & /1.l.m
and is acti,·c in the \'irginia Choral Socil•·
tv, the Penin,ula Chamber of Comm,•rcc
and United Wa, campaigns
David [. Sellers 111 , R'74, G'n, h,1s bl_,,,n
appointed Ch.iirm.in of till' Engli,h Dl'partmcnt of Darlington School, Rom,,. G,l
His wife, l'.1mela Sue Heflin , \\!'75, L'n,
head, the \'ictim \\'itne,s Program tor till'
localdi,trictattornev'sofficc. Tlwir twin
son,, Jack ,ind lll'n, .ire four vc,ir, old
William G. Han cock, L'75, w.is l'lcdt'd
Chairm,111 of the Virgini.1 Bar A.,.,(1<:i,1tion,
Young L.rn·1·(•r,S..dinn
Steve 0. T yree, R'75, i, ,·mplo\'Cd as Division M,mag,•r Buwr of lllcns1n'.ir for t.,,ggcth Jnc, River Ridge /1.1.il!, L\'nchburg,
Va. lk w,1., m.irri,·d tn D,·bor,1h Ka\'C
Oo\\'d1on Aug. 11, 1984
Grego ry N. Wood . K'75, h,1, bt·t·n ,l!l indu.,tri,11 h1gil'nist ,it th,· U. of \l.ir1l,111d
for the p.i,t four nc.ir.,
J. OJvid Gibbs, R'76, was appointed Assi.,t,mt G.,rwrJI Coun.,d for Fpir llolding,
Ltd., a group of rt·al l'St,it,· b,1,,·d fin,mri.il
ser\' icc.,n1mp,1nit·shl',ld<1u.irt,·n'd inF,1lls
Church, Va . I le and hi., \\'ifi'. Kare, lin•
in McLean, \1.1
Brooks Hatch, R'76, ha, Joined the ,t,1ff of
the C,m~11/1,; G,1~cllr-T1111,'i ha st.if! \\'ritt'r
aftcrfivcand,i halfvc.ir .. at the Rismank
(N 0.) Tri/mm·
J. Brooke Spotswood, l.'76, i, working in
the Cl.iims Section of the Ath1rn,·1· Cl'tll'ra l's Officc in Richmond
Bill Cole, B'77, W,lS r<.'n·ntlv ,1ppoinlt·d ,l
Registered lnvc,lrm'nt Brnk(·r with A.C
Edwards & Sons in tlw ir Doth,111, Al,i, office. Ile and hiswife,Monic,1{Auburn,

'79)!iwin EntcrpriSL',Ala .. with their
daughter. I leather. onl' \'car old
Ram S. Ramachandran, B'?S, rcccin'd the
Achit'\'l'lllt'nt Aw;ml in M;irch for hi, unusual contribution to company objl'i.'.ti\'es
fleisl'mplo1·l'dasProjectLt·,1dl'rintht'
quality control cnginn'ringdL"partm,,nt of
Mons,mto R,,s,'arch Corp., Miamisbur,i;,
Ohio
Carlton £. ''Squab" Turner, B7S, <1tll'nd,
Fountain G,1te Bible Colkg,, in l'lano, ll'x·
Mark J.L. Buss, R'79, i, \1an,1g,'r, Co.. t
Rt>portin,i; 11ith Bristol \1\'crs lnl,'rnation,11
in /\ew YorkCit1
Wilky Green, R'79, lives in Gcorgl'lown
andworb,1,anattornevforthcl:.S. D._,.
p,irtmcntofCommern•
John Person, R'79, and his \\'ifl', T,,rry,
live in L.msing, Mich. Person is .m attorney with Loomi~. Lwcrl, Ldcrcr, Par,lev,
Da\'is&Goltin);
.
William G. Ridenou r, R'79, lives in Birmin);ham, ,\1ich.,andworbforf<Jr/1111c
Mag.1.1inc .is .in adn'rti~ing s,1le, rcprcscntati\'C. He h,1s been \\'ilh Time Inc. for
four ,·car.. and ha~ lil'cd and worked in
the ~c1, York, Los Angeles and Chicago
areas prior to his promotion to Dt'lruit
Ava Maureen Sawye r. L'79, w.1s m,1dc a
principJI in tlw law firm of Odin, Feldman & PittJ,,m,m, P.C., pff,,rti,·e S..ptember 1984
Edward H. Starr Jr. , L'79, h.i, bct'n ck..:tcd to thl' Board of Directors of Sclchm1 &
Righter Co. S..khow & Righter manufactures Srrabbk, Tri1ial Pursuit ,md Parchcesi bti.ird gamt's
Gary Stern, R'79, a11d his wife, Janet, re side in Bl'th,,sd.i, 1.1d. G,1T\' is President of
AtlanticS.ilcs Co

80's
Robert Willi,1m Anderson, 13'80, i, .in accuunt ,·xecutivc forB,ink America Busin~·s~ Crl'dit Corp. in Jndian,ipolis, Jnd

Ranjan 0. Bose, R'80, has accepted a position wi th the Macrsk Line Division of
the AP Moller Co. Macrsk i~ the international shipping division of Moller, which
is Denmark's largt>st company. Ranjan is
anaccountex,..:utivt>atMaersk'sNorth
Amcric,m headquarters in the World
Trade Center in Nl'w York City
Steve Burgess, L'80, is practicing law in
Norfolk, Va., with Pl'lcrG . Decker Jr. lie
was ra:l'ntly marrit'd to Ann K. Sullivan,
another Norfolk art'il attorney
J im Jessee, R'80, and his wife, Kim Bowls
Jessee,W'80,livcwith thei rdau ghter,
Meggan, in Charlotte, N.C. Jim is thl' District Manager for th l· Minncsota Mutual
Life Insurance Co
Dr.Michae!J. Link, R'80, isa 1985graduatc of the Medical College of V.i. School
of Dentistry and is pr.icticing in Newport
News, Va
Victor A. Shaheen, L'80, is now practi<:;ing
with the law firm of White, Blackburn &
Contl' in Richmond
DeborahC. Welsh , L'SO, and her family
havemo\'cd toLn·sburg, Va., where they
art' building ,1 new home. Debbie has
formed an ,111 women's law firm, Kennedy, McAd.ims & Welsh, P.C They h.we
two officl's: one in Leesburg, Va., and one
in Middleburg, Va. Debbie in\'ites vou to
stop by for a \'isit if vou arc in the art'a
Martha L. Winston , B'80, has been promo tl'd to the position of Corporate Recruiting Managcr for Osc,ir Mayer Foods
Corp. in Mad ison, Wis
T homa s J. Canaan, R'Sl, gra duated fro m
the Medic.ii College of Va. School of Dentistry and ison active duty with the Navy
inJacksonl'illc,N.C
Greg Chuga, 8'81, and Theresa Romano,
8'83, were m.uried onjulv 16, 1983, in
Connl..:ticut. Bridesm.iids,includcd Kathye
Sexton,W'83;SandraFisher,8'83;Lisa
Weiner, B'83; and Carolyn Swayze, W'83.
Rob Foster, R'S!, ar.d Mark Hyland, R'81,
served ,is u',hers Alu mni who attended
the wedding were Sheila Henry, B'83;
Laura Johns, \V'SJ; Linda Swope, B'S];
Mary Jarvi s Long, W'8J; Kath y Towe,
W'8J; Doug Pendleton, R'S); and Rob
Nienabaer, R'SO. Also attending were
Jovcc \Vaym,ick (UR Policl' DepMtrnent)
and her daughtl'r, Syndl'e, W'8S. Thcrcs.i
and Greg live in Richmond where ~he is
anaccount,1nt with Wheat, first Securities
and Greg is a saksengineer withCummins-Wagn,•r
Robert B. Ll oyd Jr., L'81, is military counsel for tht• U.S. Army Korean Contr,Kting
Acti1ity. Lisa Anderso n Lloyd, L'82, was
recl'ntly promokd to tht· r,mk of Captain
and is sl'rving in Korl'<l ,isa legal assistann' officer (gt'nnal practice) They and
childrcn(Mary, 7, We<;ley,3),areenjoying their tour in Seoul but MC looking forward to the possibi li ty of reassignment to
Virginia n("d summer
Scott A. Milburn, L'!ll, has left the Tax
Oi1·bion of the Ju.,lin' Department and is
no\\' ,issoci.itcd with the Seattle law firm
of Karr, Tuttle, Koch, Campbell. Mawer &
Morrm,
Randy J. Norbo, D.D.S., R'81, is practicing dcntistrv with his brother, Kirk M.
No rbo , D . M.D. , R'79, in f'alls Church,
Va
Jeffrey G. T,1lley, 8'81, is Treasurer of
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McMullin, TimN-rlalse and Tal!~'V in Richmond. llis 1,ik, D('burah Allen Talley,
8'81, is a CntifieJ Fublk Accountant with
Carreras Ltd
MichHI Vi • count, l.'81, ;ind Lorrtl• In81'81l0 Vi1count, L'K2, h,lw both joined
lhl· Atl,mtic Citv, N .J., l,1w firm of Horn,
K.tphm. Go!dbrrg, Curny 4c D,1ni,-I,,; 1rnd
hln• ffo•ntly built J riew homt' al the
l\ew )t>rll'Y ~hore in I inwood, /\.J.
WilH • m R. Huvry, !'82, furmrrly ~uoci• tcd with l'rr1ton. \\'ibun and Cr11ndl,:,v,
h •~ i1<:Ccptt'd .i clnbhip with the I lon
i-1.'illiam H. Hod8P~ uf the Va. Court ot
Appt•<1b. Tht' offir<' i- lc•::<1tt'd ;it J1(lJ Pnpl~r J till Ro;id, Suilf' C, Ch.-upr,1ke, Va
23321; phone (fl1..I) 483-0500.
John C. IYin • Jr.. L'82. m-,rried K.ithv
W• tkin,on on Feb. 2, 1985. Thrv met at
the Law S..:houl whl'n K,1.thv w.i~ filling in

for Bt>v.-rly Hoorw ,,~ l'lac.-ni.-nl Director
whill' Brv w•~ un mat.-rnitv lr,H".Br11dlf'y R. \li,n Horn. R'll2, h,1~ be,•11
igni,ted ,1 Na,,11 Flight Officrr. II,,
thr /\avv in Jul_v 1983
Mul1 Lynn Griff, L"83. i1 A,lli~tanl Attorn.-y G.-nrral, Criminal Appdl,1le 5.-ction, Lnv Cnforccment Divi~ion, Cummonw.-allh of \';1
Annr F. Grrc•. B"83, i~ Public Relations
Li1i1on for tlw Nurtlwrn Viq~ini,1 Bel"er•~l' Co. in Spri11,;fid<l, \Ii,.
Jo)rn E. Millrr, I "83, ,md Roy ll And.-r1on u.- forming thL' p<irlnrr,hip of And .. r1on ,r Miller. dkdiv.- Julv I, 1911';. :\1r
Miller will hP the junior p,uln.-r and Mr
And.-r~on ha~ elen·n y.-ar1 of experienc.in crimini,l 1111d civil (prr'ionJl injury) l.iw
Th.- firm will ~pcrii!lii:l' in p.-r~unal iniurv
li,w, emph•~i/ing actidt"nt rrcon,truction
Michul D. Ward. L'83, i,nd Jill JC L.11liu, L'/\J w.-rP m,nried on M,w 2';, 19115
Jill i, .111 .11torrwy with l"l'nlr,11 Vi,_ Lei,_
1;.11
Aid Society ,rnJ \likl' i, J ,t~ff .itlorn.-v .11
th.- Divi~ion of I q.;i1!11live S.-r1·ic.-s
Grrgory N. Britto, L'!M.. ha r.-c .. ntlv accrpt.-d .-mploymcnt with thr firm of
Y!.-t-k. Smith & A~~uci.itl'1, hJC1t.-d in
M11diton H,•ight~. Amhn,t Countv, V.i
Thf' firm i~ 1 )l;L'nl'r1l pr~cticl" firm, with .i
high perct'11tagr of its bu1in.-n in th..- arl',,
of re,idential l.iw. W. E!dwud if'rk• Ill.
L74, i• • p.irlti.-r in th.- firm
Michul J. dt'Luuw, L'fl4, r.-c.-ivl'd hi~
Mntrr in Ulw i,nd T.1:.:,1tion from William
•nd Miry, Mu~h•ll-Wylh" Scheu] of Law,
in Mi,y !'lfl~
U. Oti, JC Forbr1 111, L'fl-l, i, ,rrving in
ihL' Navr Judgr Advocatr G.-n.-r•l Corp•~ i,n Anistant Fore.- judg.- Advoc;it.- for
\licC' Admiral Willi.im r. McCaul.-y, Com·
rni,nd,.r, US. N~v.il Surfacr Fore!', Atl.rn·
tic Fket in '-orfolk, \Ii, I Ir i~ living at the
bei,ch with Dnid J. l'irrcr. L'fl./,, ,md
Fnnd~ l!Jljf'k, L"/l../,
Sunnnr F1drly 1:r)'f', L'84. wu married
to J~m.-~ E. Fryr Jr., on Dre. fl, 198-l. in
W • rdrruvillr. W.V,1. Shr i• prHrntly '-'ffi·
ployrd in th .. privi,\r pr•cticr of D.-nni~ !
llupp, Attornry .\I L.1w, in Wood~tock,
\111. Mr. Hupp 11110 i1 thr Common·
wr.ilth',; Attornrv for Shrn1ndoah Coon •
ty, v.

MARRIAGES
Robert E. Rigsby, R'71, and .V1yr;i DMc
Boles, April 13. 1985.
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Gregory N. Wood, R'75, and Ehs;ilwth
lhoma, J;i11_ 26. 1979, in Okl;ihomJ
Gary Stern, R79, Jnd J.inel Ilene
Schwartz, of North Miami Beach. April
21, 198.'i
Greg Chuga, Ll'81, and Theresa Ramano,
L\'83, July 16. 1983
John C. Ivins, Jr., L"82, and KJthy Wi!tkinson. Feb. 2. J985
Michael D. Ward, L'83, ;ind Jill K. Lallier, L"83, M<1v 25, 1985.
Suzanoe Fadely, L'84, and J;inws E. Frve
Jr., Dec. 8, 1984.
.
Scott Johnson, R"84, and Karen Briegel,
L\'84, June 14, 1985

BIRTHS
1975/Stephen J. Boyd, (R). ;inJ hi, wifl'.
ChC'ryl·Lynn. of Virginia lk•ach, \1;1., a
d;iu,i.;hter, born April I, 1985.
1975/Gregory N. Wood, (J,.:), and his wife,
Elis<1bdh, a d;iughter, born in Februarv
1985
1976/Geurge E. Younger, (L), and his
wife, Carrie, a daughter. J;imie Marie,
born Uec. 23, 1984. They ,lbo haw .i son,
Ur\'illl Franklin
1977/Bill Cole, (HJ, ;ind hi~ wifl', Monie•,
J daughter, HeJtlwr Annette, born M.iv
22. 1984
1978/Mr .•111d Mrs. Jim Flavion, (R), ;i
J,mghter, Am;iod,1 Elise, born June 14,
1985.
1979/Michael James Housman, (B), and
his •Nife. Suzanne Williams, (13'78). a son.
Michael James, born Dec. 19, 1984.
1980/Robert William Anderson, (B), and
Cecie Ellis Conrad, (\V'80), a daughter,
Lauren Ellis, born June 26, 1985.
198lffimothy II. Hankins, (L), and his
wife, DebrJ, a daughkr. Am.inda P,1ge,
born /\-larch 20, 1985
1981/Jeffrey G. Talley, (B). and Deborah
All.-n Talley, (ll"8I). J daughter, Carol
Flizabelh, born Mav 3. 1985
1981/Mark William·s, (L). ;md his wife,
PJtti, a daughter, SJrah Eli/abeth, born
beb. 14, 198-'i
1982/Joe M. !lowl'n, (L). ,md hi, 11,ifr, Gi1ele, a daughtPr. S;ir;ih Adrian, burn Aut
17, 1984.
1982/Barbar.i S. l'icard, (L), a son, frederirk I'. Picard \I, born Mav l. 1985
1984/Philip Hatchdt, (L)'. and his wife. ls alx·I, ,1 daughter, RC'beccJ Lee, born May
6, 1985.

DEATHS
1912/Thc Hon Allan R. Hawkins, (I{). of
Greenville. S.C., dil'd J;in. 17, 1985
1913/Sen. John Jordan Wicker Jr., (R.
L"16), of Richmond. died July 21, 1985
Active in local ,md nJtionJI Democratic
circles. hl' served in thl' Virginia SL"nJll'
from 1932 until 1936. He was inqrumental
in construction of th.- Robert E. Lee
Bridge ,md thL· Virginia War Mcmori,11 A
co-founder of thL· AmC'ric;in Legion. he
was known as "Mr. Americ;in Legion."
1k was an origin.itor of the Jnrnwl
Th;inksgiving festival football game bL'·
twe<'n U!{ and W&M. Thl' Congres~ional
Mcd;il of Honor Society aw;irded hm ih
Distinguished SL"rvice Ml'dal in 1958 ;ind
jts Dbtinguished Citizen Award in 1977.
1914/Clyde Harvi.- Ratcliffe Jr., ([{). uf

Richmond. dit·d July 21, 198.'i. I le was J
retired foundC'r <1nd !'resident of the former R;itcliffe Goolsby Paint ,111d Wallp;iper
Co. Inc. For a number of vears he wa~ a
member of thL• Richmond School !fo;ird
He w;is onl' of the Richmond Arena's
founders ;ind served as President. I IL' wJs
founder of the Thomas Jefferson I ligh
School C;idet Corps, and received th('
John :,,,.iar_shall Cadet Alumni Di,;tin guisht·d SL"rvice Award in 1947. I IL' wa~
p;ist chairman of the UR Athletic Council
and J former president of tlw RL•d ;ind
Blue Alumni, receiving a distingui~lwd
SL'rvic.- award for his work with tlw Red
and !3lue Alumni. Mr. RJtcliffe h;id bel'n
,111 officer of UR's Qu;irtnb.ick Club ;ind
in 1965 recl'ived the Cipt;iio's Di~tingui~hed Ser\'ice Aw;ird. I {p was ,l rncmbL'r
of numerous civic org;i11i1.ation~
1916/Dr. John H. Garber Sr., (R). of
Hampton, Va., died FPb. 24, 1985. Dr
G,,rl,er attended the Southern lfaptist
Theological Seminarv and n°cei"cd thL• de·
gree of Bachelor of Divinity from Crozn
Theologic;il Seminarv in 1925. I le w<h
p;istor of Hampton 1:1.ipti~t Church until
his retirl'menl in 1961. i\divl' in lknomi·
n;itional affairs, he w;is prl'~idl'nt of the
B;iptist General Association of\ irgini,1 in
1953 and served ,is a tru~tee of lhL' Reli
gi()IIS Hcm/d and the Virgini,1 B;ipti~t Chil·
dren"s I Jome. The L' ni,ersity conferred on
him thl' honorary degree of Uoctor of Di·
vinity in 1948. He was el,Yil'J to the Uni·
versity"s Board of Trustees in 1953, bl•·
coming Trustee [meritu~ in 1969 ,rnd wrv·
ing until his death.
1918/Werter H. Hurt Sr., (I{). of Char·
lottL•sville, Va., died June 8, 1984. I le w,1s
instrumental in founding the \lirgini,l
ll,ipti~t Home Inc. in Culpeper. which
now exists not onlv in lulpt'PL'T but in
sewral locations in \lirgini,1
1920/Forrest E. l'aulett, (R), of Scott~, illL•,
Va., died Aug. 21. 1984
1926/Willi.im !l. Fitzgerald, (!{), of Wash·
ington, D.C, died Oct.11.1985. Hl' was
a retired economist and ,1dvist'T to priv.ite
industry and the L".S. go"ernment After
earning a m;ister's dL"grL'e from Yale U.
and further study ,11 Columbia U., he
served on the cditori;il ~taff of Ency,lopcd111
/\111cr1ca1111 for seVL'ral years. He was an
economist speci;ili1ing in met,1ls and miner;ils with the WM Production Board during World WM IL Appointed to the U.S
Foreign Service in 1944. he served two
years in London and the Netherlands promoting economic relations with the U.S.
Next he bccamt' economic adviser lo the
presidL'nt of the American Zinc, Lead and
Smelting Co., of St. Louis, Mo., ~rrving
for 11 yeJrs. Upon his retirement in 1939,
he bought and restored Belmont farm in
Nelson County, Va., operating ii as a cattle grazing farm. ln 1978 he donated the
farm to the University to help endow the
William B. Fitzgerald Schol;irship Fund
He also established the William B. Fillgerald Foundation to benefit UR Jnd U.Va
1927/l'erry M. Penney, (R), of Fairfax, \l;i.,
died Dec. I, 1984
1928/A. L Glasscock, (R). of Suffolk. Va .
died May 10. 1985. A former coal mint·r in
West Virginia and Kentucky. he farmed in
the Suffolk area for m,my }Tilrs. I le
served several terms as d member of the

Board of Supervisors of Nansemond
County and was also appointed to tht' Agricultural Foundation in Va. I le was activt'
in the Ruritan Club and was a supporter
of UR athletic programs
1928/James C. Harwood Jr., (R), of Richmond, died June 20, 1985. l ie taught
Spanish and French at John Marshall High
School for45yearsand was a membt.>r
and deacon of Second Baptist Church.
1929/John A. Payne 111 , (R), of Currituck,
Va., died Feb. II, 1984
l930rThe Rev Ernest L. Honts, (R), of
Richmond, died April 1, 1985. Ile was the
retired executive director of the Virginia
Baptist Foundation Inc. and a former president of the Baptist General Association of
Virginia. In 1950 he received an honorary
Doctor of Divinity degree from UR. Rev
l lonts was pastor of Tabernacle Baptist
Church from 1952 to 1955; and pastor of
Talbot Park Baptist Church in Norfolk
from 1955 to 1971. He was a former trustee of UR, Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary and Averett College.
1931/John H. Landrum, {R), of Richmond.
died May 14, 1985. Mr. Landrum was a
former page master of the Virginia Senate
I le was an all-state end on UR's football
team and !aterservedasfreshmancoach
for both baseball and football. He worked
for Southern Athletic Supply Co
1932/John E. Snow Jr., (L), of Greensboro,
N.C.,d ied March 19, 1985
1932/V. Goodwyn Welsh, (R), of Richmond, died Aug. 4, 1985. I le co-founded
the Wdsh-Anderson Paint and Hardware
Corp. in 1950 and served as President until he retired in 1984. After his graduation
from UR. he was a foreman for American
Tobacco Co.'s Richmond and Virginia
branches for to years. He also was plant
superintendent for the former T&E Laundry and later superintendent of the car
seat cover division of B.T. Crump Co. Inc
until he went into business for himself.
He was a membtc>r of River Road Baptist
ChurchandwasthefatherofDr.Jack
Welsh, director of the UR Players.
1934/Walter L. Hill, {R), of Lugoff, S.C.,
died Jan. I, 1985
1935/Roger B. Adams Jr., {R), of Nags
Head, N.C., d ied May !O, 1985.
1935/John E. Norfleet, (R). of Fredericksburg, died May 21, 1985
1938/J . Albert 1:ergusson, (R), of Richmond, died Oct. 21, 1984
1939/Huntcr 5. Jackson, M.D., (R), of
Richmond. died May 12, 1985. Dr. I lunler
received his medical dt'gree from the
Medical College of Va., served an internship at Stuart Circle Hospital and then received a fellowship tu study plastic surgery at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester,
Minn. lie was a member of the Stuart Circle Hospital staff. a volunteer consultant
to the spinal cord in]Ury unit at McGuire
VA Medical Center and a member of the
board of medical advisers to the Va. Department of Rehabilitation. He was a
member of the Amt'rican, Virginia .md
Southe.1stern societies of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, the American College of Surgeons, and various other medical societies.
1941/Martin Markowitz, M.D., (R), died
July 9, 1985. He was a prominent Richmond surgeon who btc>gan his private

practice in 1953. Ile was a clinical professor of surgery at the Medical College of
Va., a clinical associate in gynecology at
the Medical College of Va., and an attending surgeon at McGuire VA Medica l Center and at Sheltering Arms, Richmond
Memorial and St. Mary's Hospitals. He
was a member of Phi Beta Kappa, Alpha
Omega Alpha national scholastic honor
society for medical schools, and many local, state and national surgical societies
He was involved with numerous panels
and programs of the Richmond and Virginia divisions of the American Cancer Society and was past president of the local
group. In 1%5, he received a national
award for coordina ting the local society's
public education pro,ect, and in 1975, the
state affiliate uf the American Cancer Society presented him with a certificate of appreciation for his volunteer work.
1941/Charles Wilson Reynolds , (R). d ied
Aug. 20, 1984. Mr. Reynolds had retired
from Graybar Electric Co. and lived in
Deland, Fla.
1948/V. Eric Kemp Jr. , M.D., (R), died
July 9, 1985. Dr. Kemp received his medical degree from the Medical College of Va
in 1953 and received advanced medical
training at the U .5. Naval ! lospital in San
Diego, Calif. He was rt-cognized as the
first cardiologist in the South to perform
angiograms through coronary arteriography and was a piont-cr in that area of
medicine. He published numerous articles
in professional and scientific journals, including theNt'V.'fa1gla11d fouma/of Mtdiclne
and the American Heart /oumal. Dr. Kemp
had been a Medical College of Va . facu lty
membtc>r since 1960 and was a clinical associate professor ofmt"dicine. Ile also was
director of the cardiac cathNNiz.ation foboratory at Henrico Doctors' 1lospital and
past chief of the division of cardiology at
Richmond Metropolitan Hospital. lie was
a fellow of the American College of Cardiology and a membtc>r uf various other
medical societies
1949/Paul L. Chevalier Jr., (B), of Virginia
Beach, Va., died Feb.18.1985
1950/Lcwis R. Belote Jr. , D.D.S. , (R), of
Cape Charles. Va., died May 27, 1985. Dr
Belote had practiced dentistry for 16 years
in Cape Charles. I le was a former president of the Cape Charles Rotary Club, a
member and former chairman of the
board of Trinity Un ited Methodist
Church. and
harles
hian,
Va., die
•
worked for Vepco for 34 years and had
been a general auditor since 1978. He was
a member of the Edison Electric Institute
Audit Committee and past president of
the Cen tral Virginia Football Officials Association. lie was a member and treasurer
of the Brandermill Church
1950/Henry Fitzhugh Tompkins, (B), of
Ashland, Va., died May 10, 1985. Mr
Tompkins was a former FBI agent and an
ordained Episcopal priest. From 1949 to
1976he worked for the FBI primarily in
Louisville. Kv. He served from 1972until
1980 at St. P~ul"s Episcopal Church in Jeffersonville, Ind.
1950/Ralph Gray Turner, (R). of Amelia,
Va .. diedMav30, 1985.

'45 Web: Spider baseball player N11//
1953/Oonald B. Coddington, (R), of Virginia Beach, Va .. died Jan.11, 1985.
1956rThe Rev Philip E. Jenkins Sr., {R), of
Richmond. died June 3. 1985. Mr.Jenkins
was Assistant Executi'"cDirectorofthe
Virginia Capital Chapter of the American
Red Cross. After being ordained as a Baptist preacher in 1959, he served as pas tor
of churches at Ladysmith in Caroline
County, South Quay near Franklin and
Gloucester County, all in Virginia I le
served in the Navy during the Korean
War and returned to active duty in 1%5,
serving as a chaplain. I le retired from the
Navy in 1978 with the rank of commander. In 1977 he became Director of the
Chester branch of the American Red
Cross, and later when the Richmond area
chapters were consolidated, he became an
Assistant Executive Director
1956/Harry J. Strohm , (R), of Vienna, Va.,
died Feb. I, 1985. Mr. Strohm was employed by Fairfax County, Va. Schools
He served as teacher. counselor, guidance
d irector and principal
1957rThomas S. Hatz, (R). of Richmond,
died April 7, 1984. He had been a spc.-:ial
justice for the city since 1981 and also had
a private law practice
1961/Richard M. Duggan, (R), of Mechanicsville, Va., died June 22, 1985. After
earning a master's degree in political science at UR in 1963, Mr. Duggan taught at
Handley I !igh School in Winchester for
several years before joining the C hesterfield County high school faculty. He was
a teacher at Midlothian High School for 18
years before his death.
1961/Jamerson H. Stuckey, (R), of Colu mbia, S.C., died May 22, 1984.
1964/ Roberl Francis Ritchie 111, (B), of
Richmond, died June 24. 1983. Owner and
operator of the Robert Ritchie Insurance
Agency in Richmond, he was a certified
life underwriter, a registe red hea lt h underwriter and a membtc>r of the Professional Insurance Agents Association and the
Independent Insurance Agents Association. Ile had also attended LI.Va. and The
T.C. Williams School of Law. He was a
past prcsid~·nt of the Richmond chapter of
Sigma Phi Epsilon Alumni and was a
member of Acea Temple and the River of
life Church
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CLASSNOTES CONT.
1965/Rober!G. Mears, (R), o f Salisbury,
Md., died July 3, 1979
1965/Dennis M. McKee, (R), of Uristol.
Tenn., died Nov. 19, 1983
1973/Baker James Cauthen, (II ), of Richmond, died April 15, 1985. Dr. Cauthen
was Executive Se.:retaryand later Executive Director of the Southern Baptist Conven tio n's Foreig n Mission Bo.ird. l le wa~
licl.'nSl'd to preach by his home chu rch in
Texas at 16. While serving in rural pastora tt.'s, he graduated from Stephen F. Austin Statt> U. and earned a master's degree
in Englis h at Baylor U. He cJrncd master's and doctoral degrees in theology at
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas. In 1939 he and
his wife went to China as missionaries
and the Foreign Mission Bo.1rd elected
himsecretaryfor theOrien t in 1946. He
was the firs t professor to hold the Baker
Ja mes Cau then Chair of World Missions at
Golden Gate Baptist Theological Semina ry
in MiUValley,Calif. llewrotcscveral
books and received honorary degn>es
from Baylor U., Stetson U .. Hardin -Simmons U., in Texas, California llaptist Col·
lcgc, William Carey College in Miss. and
Seinan Gakuin U. in Japan
1974/Wi ll iam Ponsfo rd Berry Jr., (B), of
Richmond, died April 28, 1985
1976/George Wayne Martin, (B), of Rich mond, died March 26, 1985 . He was president and owner of Martin Chevrolet Sales
Corp. H e became Vice Presiden t of fixed
operations of the deale rship in !979 and
became President an d owner when his fathe r d ied. He was a member of the llon
Air Rotary Club, the Richmond Chamber
of Commerce and the Richmond Automobile Dealers Association
1979/Sean Kevin Corcoran, (R), of
McLean, Va., died MMch 18, 1985, in a
highway accident near Bayreuth, West
Gt.>rmany. Mr. Corcoran was an Army
captain stationed in Augsburg, Wl'Sl Ger·
many. He was married to Patricia Riley
Corcoran, W'79

Westhampton

ness-filled davswith themanv "isitsfrom
fa m ily and friends, w ith dinners, reunions, concerts and companionship. She
is surrounded bv the wonderful natur.11
beauty of the Baptist I lome ne,u CulpcpEliz.1beth Else.1 writes of limited activi ty but she doesn' t have to le.we her
yard to enjoy flowers and surrounding
scene ry
Ma y ThompsonEvans'influence is
dirt'Cted toward the Scholarship Aw,1rds
she has set up for Wl'sthampton Political
Scit'ncema jors. Five such awards have
Ix-en presented by the C hairman of the
Poli tica l Scienct' Department. The ceremony is very special for the recipient and Evans feels that .111 of her clas~mates would
enjoy attending.
G lad ys lumsdenM cC ut chcon
enjoy inglifewi thchurchactivities,
visi ts and occasional specia l C\'ents
recen t fami ly ga thering ofthrt'c genera·
lio ns a t Trice's Lake in Cumbl'rland Coun·

<y
I received responses from only these
six though Row land, hu~band of Eli zabeth Thomas Cary, did wrik to tell us of
her death and two other lettl'rs were re~
turned for wrong addresst's. Jam in full
control of mv activities, mountain climb·
ingand local driving

'23
Doro//111 Sadler Corpr,'w
7100 l-lor,epei1 Rd
Riclmwnd, Va. 23226

Virg inia Epes Field and Jaml's arl' at
Goodwin House in Alt'xandria. Their
daughter, Agnes, also lives in Alexandria
Lee lives in Bedford, Pa. One granddaughter, Virginia, graduated from West hampton las t year. Another, Lee, was
married this May
Mildred Camp bell Broome is writing
a n account of herchildrt'n'st·arly years
for them. Barbara and Judy live in Virginia, Dan in England. Judy's daughter,
Becky, has a son, another great-grandchi ld for Mildred.

'21
Frances Vaughan Faglie
6004 lndiKo Rd.

Rid111w1Jd, Va. 23220
Mary Dudley Cappclmann writes that being inactive d ue to physical limitations she
hasnonews,butsinceweare allmanv
years older she is not alone. She keeps
cheerful and friendly and WestminsterCanterbury is a more att ractive place with
herthere
Mary Hart Winfrey may have limited
activi ty but in herSperryville home I'm
sure her influence is felt bv friends and
rl'lativt'S far and near, and her letter with
quoit's from Miss Keller and Fanny G.
C rensh;:.w isajoytoread. For instance,
the lat ter's "Replace the tu rf" is s til l a
s timulustoall ofus
Virginia Lane dot"sn'I lack for happi·
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Harris

Secretary of senior law class A

Virg inia Kent Lo vin g was well when
l sawherrecentlyinfluvanna.Shelives
in the home place, with son Kent in his
own house nearbv. Grandson Joel is
teachinginCharlOttewille. Her other son,
Edward, is still in New Guine,1
Although Mildred Pulliam Stone w,1s
ill for part of last year, she is now back in
her apartment. Robert has retired and
Ann comes to visit her at times. All ht'r
grandchildren have responsible positions
and travel J great deal
Ma ry Lynn h,1,; not been well, so for
the first time d id not keep late hours putting names on dip!om,is in that fine callig·
raphv
Ruth Powe ll Ty ree and John spent
the summer at the ir river home. Daughter, Virginia, i~ ,ilways at hJnd when
needed.
We all mbsE thn eySelde n /-l e,1dlee,
whose health docs not permit her to be
with us.Ou r thoughtsarewithher
Rosab elle Budy Tho ma s lives at
Wes tminster-Canterbury and has\,',ltcr
color painting a~ a hobby. Jani e Wood b
therealsoandh.1sherbrotherinthe
healthcarl'unit
Rosa Sand e rs T homa s' daughters,
Marv Ellen and Rose Ann Moore, brought
us to the dedication of the S.1rah Bruni.'!
building and the luncheon. Both daugh·
h:rsart·.ilumn.ie
The only other class memb,.:r that l
saw was H a nnah Co ker. She h;:.s spent-tO
years teaching and cherishing the beautv
ofWesthampton,and we arc proud of
he,
! am grateful for good health which
aHows me to keep my small houSl' in ~uburbia and be fairly active

'25
Elma H. A,hton
9229Arlinston B/1"1., #5().l
Fairfax, Va. 22031
The S1111da11 /fer,i/d of Roanoh• [{,1pids,
N.C., on April 7, 1985, carrit'd a wonderful article with pictures of our Fann ye
M.1rks Fannye'~ ~enior picturt· with c,1p
and gown was included. The article tells
the storv of Fannvt•'~ success in the f.i~hion business. "For 30 vears customer~
have made their pilgrimages to thl' little
shop on Roanoke A\·e. bec,lusc thl•rl" thev
findsomethingthl'yhaven'tfound,mywhere else, because ii is a satisfying experience, and becausl' it's a lot of fun"
Mild re dJ o nesandhcrsis ter Ma ry
Steven s Jon esarenow liv ingat Westm inster-Canterbury in Richmond. Mildrt'd is
inthehcalthcarecenterand Marv Stevens is in an apartment
Bec ky Brocke n bro ug h and Efo:abe th
BullerA rra sm ith arl,alsothere
S all ie G o rd o n Willis G le nn h,1s
mo"cd to Tappahannock to be with her
daughter and her husb;:.nd
Julia Decke r Bristow and "Monk" arl'
well and busy in their Dehaville home
Bille (Alpha) Gordon Atwill is in the
process of moving from ht'r r~ther large
apartmt'nt to a smaller one where she will

Gene are coming to Richmond tu make
their home
Two events to anticipate in 1986: 1-folley's Comet and our 35th reunion . .:Vlark
your calendar

be closer to the various foci li ties in the reti rement community
Bean (Elizabeth) Abernath y is getting
along fine in her retirement residence. \Ve
talk by telephone periodically
Billy (Wilma) Spangler Rogers continues her volunteer activities with the library and rad io stations as well as with
other community projects
Estelle Mye rs Thornhill says she uses
a cane which is a great support.
Martha Lipscomb Walsh has had d ifficulty driving since she injured her arm.
She savs she c.in drive around home but
not tu distan t places
! regret th.it many of us ·were unabk
tu participate in the fest ivities on the Offd•
sion of our 60th .inniversary.

S1m1mtrvi/le . SC 294~.1
A d.-li!'lhtful Jetter from Mu31r.-1

S• und • n H • ile ! ive, me• lot of new, tu

p• u on to you

Mug• rct wrote of her• elf • nd Do rothy Kn ibb'1 makin3 • trip Jut J• nuuy tu
Miami, with ,top, • long thr way. Thrn in
Junt', Margaret flew to Su• tog •. Calif.,
taking two teen,ig, !r• nd,on• to
a
v.-ry ,pcci• I b• lltt ptrform• ncr in San
Jo,.-. jn,ic• ll • ile, M• rgu.-t' • gr• ndd • ughtt>r, h,id been ,rlected to d • nc.- • t
th.- lnt.-rnational Youth Fe,tinl of Mu,ic
and Danc.-. Latt>r in the ye • r. ~ugu.-t
join.-d the UR tour of Brit• in ~nd Ir.-l• nd,
hl'r putnt>r for th • t trip bein! Frlici~ Kobin1on H • il, '29
Maq1;u.-t Monroe \'\'ebb, ~nother of
h.-r gr• nddaul'lhll'1'. gr• du • ted from
Wnth • mptun in M.iy She wu on the
~an'i. li,t. ~enior cl •~, officer, winn.-r of
!ht' Hult Ftllow1hip in Sp~ni,h ~nd •
mt>mb.,.r of Who'1 "''ho. Mui~rrt H • il.con,id.-u h.-r,df very fortun~te to br • bl.to .-n joy hu ~l·ven gr• ndchildren from
tim.- tu timl' at her ~ummrr pl~cr on th.Rappoihannock, l{ivcr

,.,l"

'29
Mu1/' Ric/rnri•m B11/trni~irtl,
1600 \'1/e:o;t/,rmt Ill'<'. #164
Xif/,mond, V•. 23227
Tho,<' of u• her.- • t \'\'l•,tm in • trr-C• nt.-rbury enjoyed • vi,it from Gcni,• and Fred
Steck in M• y. Th.-y we re on their w • v lo a
fifti.-th wedd ing ~nnivu•ary of friend• in
B• ltimon- ,nd ,topp.-d by Hichmond for
• n owrnight vi•il. TVhil.- hen- they w.-r.• bl.- to ICC Helen Moon. Mary StrYrt11
Jonll and me fro m our cla~• ,nd Cl~udi~
Patrick '22 who hu rec.-ntly moved brr.Th.- n.-xt day • II of u, m.- t with C• rolin•
!1- • tti• • nd P• !C C• uthom• Sptllm• n,
both from the clu• of '31, Jimmir Stuca,y
1• ttox and Loui,r Hud • way !lo1wcll for
• d.-li11htful lu nch

'33

Thl' tnvcl bu! ha ag• in bitt.-n Vir8ini • Yum • n • nd Tom. In th.- 1pring
th,y went on • Virgini• Mu,eum Art Tour
to Holl • nd • nd Belgium. Th.-y vi1it.-d
m,my mu,eum, • nd r.-port.-d that the tulip, •nd other flower, w.-r.- • t th.-ir pc•k
Since their return from • bro• d th.-y h • ve
t• ktn • trip to Atbnt• wh.-r.- Tom ,1ttended a Southeut Region• ! Boy Scout~ bo• rd
mcctinia;. They • l,o vi1ited family in l:lirmingh • m
M • ry StcYcn1 Jonca, ""'ho i1 a r.-~ident of l{ichmond, rrturned to Culpl·per
for• vi1it in Apri l. \\'hi!.- ther.,. ,h.- di~covercd th • t ,hr nerd.-d to hav.- an opcr•tion, 10 1he decided to hav.- it done in
Culpeper by • ,urgeon whom 1h.- lnlw
v.- ry wdl. lt w,11 ~ucceufu l ~nd ,h.- hu
r,tumcd to Richmond
Du • nv of vou remrmb.-r L,li • Smitb'
Wl· hive found th~t ,he wu • m.-mbt>r of
tht> d,1.,~ of 1929 for only one y... r. H.-c.-ntly L.-lia wrote M• ry Stcnn1 uking
ho"'· ,h.- lil<..-d Wci.tm in,t.-r-C• nterbury
Do any of you h • v,• !rr • t-grandt·hildr.,.n? Vir8ini • Yc • m • n h •• two and Jimmi• Matto, hai. ju,t h • d her third. The
Int on.- wn a !'lirl ,md everyone i,
pl.-ut>d b.-c• u,.- it i~ the fir,t girl born in
th.- fami ly in 2,1 ynr,. rh,• lat l\1'0 gr.-atgr• ndchildr.-n wt>re dcdic• ted on F• th.-r',
Day by th.-ir grandfather. Guy M• ttox Jr.
Mv gr• nddau.-;htcr, K• thryn L• ng,,.,,.-11
from Atl,rnta, hn ju~t fin i,hcd her fre,hm • n yr • r • t \'f'nthampton • nd love, it.
She h • d don.- quit.- wd ] in dr• m~tic•
Pleu.- J.,.t m.- h • ve some new, fro m
you • 11. Th• t'• th,, only way I ran get it.

'31
M-r,l\.rn•IC./.rak:e

463U 11-n01.-rA11e
~,cl,,1rnnd, V,i. 23226
Su• Lu lic h~d a trip tu Sp,in in the
spring. L• arrrtt• T • ylor Su llinn and

Gertrude B. Dyson
14MalvemAve.
Richmu11d, Va. 23221
Archie Fowlkes always has news! Vivian
Warr and her husband were in Richmond
after attending his college reunion at
Li.Va. Archie visited Ella Freeman Anderson in Williamsburg and visited Virginia
Beat·h. She had also been to Bowling
Green for a few days with Helen Travis
Crawford
Frances Justice and John spent two
weeks last winter in Florida in search of
warm weather and the sun.
Catherine Dawson Cox is back in her
api!rtmen l after major heart surgery. We
hope she continues to improve each day
Our sy mpathy to Ann Dickinson
Welsh whose husband Goodv died in August. Earlie r in the su mm er, Ann and
Goodv Welsh had driven to Akron for a
long Memorial Day weekend with the Billie Welsh family. They stopped and had
lunch with Ann Parker Moffett in Rockville, Md. On the way home they had a
visit with Martha Taylor Race and Ra.lph
in Frostburg. Md. Martha was a freshman
with us but only came that year. She has
picturt>s and memories of that vear
Vivian Hart Tillinghast. l\farjorie
O'Riordan. Ann Welsh and Gertrude at tended the Boatwrigh t Society dinner at
Alumni \\'eekend. You were missed.

'35
Gladys Smit/1 Tatum
336 i,exinxton Rd
Ni(hmond, Va . 23226
The reunion of the Class of '33 was a joyful ot·casion. Only seven of those who
gradua te d with us were unable to attend.
Thost> who attended were: Beverley
Bates, Elizabeth Clary Broaddus, Lottie
Britt Callis, Marjor ie l'uryear Carwile,
Peggy Brown Dixon. Lucille Drake, Evelyn V\lycoff Eure; Eleanor Caperton Farley, who attended the Boatwright Society
dinner with her hu,band, Starke; Hazel
Weaver Fobes with her husba11d, John;
l\fary Ann Guy Franklin, Mary Mills
Freeman. Margararet Taylor Gallaway,
Jacquelin Johnston Gilmore, Mary Bruce
Harpe r Heisler, Helen Caulfield Hoffman, Alice Harrington Hunt and Dick,
Sue McClure Jones, Betsy Cannon Kimball, Margaret Walker Knowlton and her
husband, Laura May Thomasson Leitch.
Gertrude Lewis. Mary Patteson Early
Love, Nan Owen Manning and La wrent·e, Constance Vaden Moo re, Betty Davis Nester. Vida Elst>a Norvell, Billy
Rowlett Perkins, Mary Nelson Decker
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Pugh and husband, Betsy Ma n;ton Sadler,
Jean Shafer, Minnie Smith, Anna Hallett
Sniffen nnd l·l<1rold, Rhea Talley Stewart,
Gladys Smith Tatum, Carolyn Walker,
Harriet Walton, Susan Whittet 'Wils on
and Martha Saunders Zicbe
We misst>d Otelia Francis Bodenste in,
Marion Allport Foley, Dot Na\lc Gerzeny, Katherine Grace, Jessie Nea le Jensen, Mary Harri ngton Meaker and Lola
Williams Pierce. \Ve remembered 14 who
were freshmen with us and whom we lost
by <ll'ath.

\Ve were t>specially pleased tha t our
sponsor, Miss Jean Wright, was itble to attend our class dinner on Saturday evemng
The class was honored bv the award
of "Distinguished Alumna" I~ Hazel
Weaver Fobes, a wo rthy recipient
\Ve w e re inducted in to the Boatw right Society on Friday because we we re
50-year graduates, attended a Breakfast al
Harriet Walton's home hosted by Harriet
and Haze l Weaver Fobes, had lu nch in
the Robins Center and dinner in Keller
Hall on Saturday.
Beverley Bates led us in '"Trivial Pursuits" and we heard amusing and interesting things about each other.
The class was happy lo hear that
56,850 of its goal of 510,000 for a scholarship had been reached. Success is assured!
All of you have received thr booldrh
that were printed from the information
you sent . It's ,vonderful rrading . }\Ir arr a
special class!

'37
K•t~aiM Bro~/,•-; Kerr
69 .l,,lonl•,!llt "St
Otu/e.1/o11, S.C. 29624

Not~ •in.r;lr cla~,m~tr hH writtrn mr thi•
yru, •o our new~ i~ ml'•.r;er. Won't you
pick out one d•y of your ca lend•r thi1 fall
and m~rl,:. "\-1,'rite Kitty"?
We deep ly 1ymp,thi ✓ e w it h Brtty Allison Briel, who lo~! her husband L1wrence on Dec. 20 affrr a !on~ illm•-~
Louin Chornin11; and I joint>d th!'
Viqi;inia Mu~t>um'• jaunt to Ein·pt in

M1reh, a thrilling rxpl'ril'ncl'. Roselle n
Vi,1 '42 wu , l,o on thr trip.
Let me hru from all of you 100n

'39
Rc•lit Od:n
4220 Cc/1.11trbi• Pik "2
Mlin,ttrm, V•. 22W4I had hoped lo proYidl' nl'Wt of thl' rtmainin.r; 27 of u,, but only fivl' havl' r!'plied to my l1tc1t po•tcud
A.r;nH (lfonny) Duton Frrrmu1 attended the Centr• l School of Art in Cincinna ti after gr,duation, thl'n workl'd 12
year, in •dverti,ing {fHhion illu,trator) in
department ,torn in \"'uhin.r;ton, D.C.
L•ter sht did freelance u,i.r;nmrnt1 fur
Riel", in Vir~ inia Buch, V•. 5hr abo
t•u~h t ut1 and crAft~ • t thr Wivn' Club
of the Armed Force, Staff Collrgl'. Hl'r
hu1b,nd. David, ~tirrd \¥ith rAn k of Col·
one! from the Air Force in 1970. Hr 1hul't
l:lunny'~ intere,t ,nd t~lent in thr arll. HI'
worl, in met•I ,culpture and Bunny
p•int,, •nd they exhibit togrthrr in uu
,how~. Their 1on1 arc Steve and David. In
1982 thl·y tnve!ed to Egypt and Fr• ncl'
and in 1983 wt>nl to Engl•nd ,nd lrrland
In 19M thtv tnvekd to Mexico, RuniA,
Nl'w En!l;lu1d ind C•n•d•
Rath Hou1rr Kinton tauj,l;hl ,;chool
for two yeu,, thrn look a B.S. in Bu,int~,;
•t Simmon• Collrgr. Hrr curl'r in butine~• hH bern 1upportrd with night
,chool wur~e, •t John, Hopkin• U. of Baltimore, C. of Cincinn~ti and U. of Muv1,nd. She vo luntrerrd for trn yur1 in Girl
Scout," her two dau.r;htrn, Paton and
Jean, ~rcw up. She returned to work and
h.i~ been with the Wc,tport Woman'•
Club •ince 1977. Three of hrr Girl Scout•
arc it We,th•mpton now. llrr hu1band,
fr1nl,;.. rl'tired. then died in 1974. Rrcrnt
travr l: 1ummtr of 198~ to United Kingdom, Ch ri1tm,11 in Atl.1nta
Muy Earp Jobn•on write, that William Johmon retired from Du Pont April
:(), 1985. ;md th .. John•on fami ly h•d a
plnnnt vat·alion at D•ytona Beach, Fla
Thl'y w!'lcom!'d,. i,;randd•u~hter, Sh•nnon Mui!' Ml'rcadantt, in February Mary
hn btl'n puticipatin.-,: in 1enior activitie,

al J·fatcher Memorial Baptist Church. Her
mother, who was recovering from a heart
attack at the time of our 1984 reunion, is
better now
Sally Moore Barnes Link, after teaching English and Latin, completed her
M.A. at Tulane U. in 1966 and became a
counselor. She retired three years ago because of her husband's illness but still
works three hours a day to keep her spirits high. Son Robert was a Nationa l Merit
Scholar, attended Dartmouth College and
graduated from Tulane Medical School.
Daughter Margaret is a talen ted pianist
who chos!' to altt>nd the U. of l\"t>w Orleans to be close to home. Sally's 95-year
old mothn livt>s in a nearby nursing
home and t>njoys family conlacl5. Sht> has
shart>d th!' outstanding ministry of husband Albert in the Presbytt>rian church
and appreciates the supportive community of their denominational associates
where he was a beloved leader
Pau la Smith Mackey and Clarence
have two children, a daughter and a son.
The daughter is married and has two children, wh ile her son has a daughter. Since
Pau la's retirement from the staff of the
City of Richmond, she and her sister have
traveled over much of the L' nited States
Natal ye (Tommie) Babcoc k Ander5on
wrote Pat Walford that ~he had moved to
Salina, Okla , with her daughter, El len .
They are near a beautifu l lake in the country on ;:i hill. Pryor, 15 miles west of Salina, is where \latalve and Ellen do their
shopping. New address: Rt. I, Box 7A,
Salina, Okla . 74365
Elizabeth Mitchell Driscoll has two
new granddaughters. Amanda Hill was
born Feb. 26 to son Bob and wife Pamela
in Staunton. Jennifer Catherine wa~ born
June 25 to son GrJham and wife Peggy in
Phoenix. Tota l number of grandchildren is
nmv five: four girls and one boy. Youngest son, DJvid. is now employed by Versar Corp., an environmental engineering
firm in Springfield, Va

'41
Hdf11 DcJd DnJm/1
5106 .•·itw Krnt Rli

Ridmwmi, \/•.

nns

In Nm·,,mbfor 1984, I receivrd a ".r;rut"
letter from Cecile C.1ddi1 Smith and Cecil
from A,crncion, P•r~~uay. Their f•bulou,
rxprrirnce, defy de,criphon here, •o I am
pl•cing the letter in the '41 file in the
De•nery for your pl'non;i l "Don"t mi1~ it"
peruul. Thl'y wl'rl' in tht' St,l!C'- in Au gu1t '84 for C!'cil'- p<tpt>r a t the m,·eting of
the Amnican Soci!'ty for Horticultural Scicnc,, in V,mcouwr, C1n•da. Sun O.ivid i,
nt"w1papu copy l'<litor in Nt>wport Nt·w•
and duightl'r Nancy i1 1 la1',ytr in LoAngl'ln. Anothl'r •on, il.ick, continut- hi~
ml'dicAI rl'lr• rch al Bo•lon U., Pat1y
tuchl'• Al Huvard, and Kathy i• fini,hing
hrr M.5. in mrdical rntomology at }..tichig • n St • tl'. A1 of M~y 31, 1985. thry'rl'
b • ck in thr United St~tn • t 1633 N .\V.
14th An., G• ine~villr, fla . 32605
Virginia Wood Hn•,ki111 told ml' of
watching P1t1y Garrrtt Kokinaci• on TV',
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"Family Feud" in early November 1984.
I kr group won the grJnd trophy-well
over $10.000- which went to Patsv's fJ voritc charity! "Woodsic's'' husband
1lawk died early thi~ spring and I'm sure
you all join in extending our hf'artfclt
sympathy to her and her family
Through Elizabeth "Its" Holden Slipek Wl' l'Xknd a warm 95th birthd,iv Sil·
lute to ht·r mother who cl'lcbr,1kd this
great l'Vl'nt in Juncr
Scn-ral uf uur class attended tht• annual alumnal' spring lunchl'on ~ponsorcd
bv tht' Richmond Club hl'ld this war at
tht' Commonwl'alth Club. Betsy ~\'oodson
Weaver, hl'r daughtt'r Betsy 74, Virginia
Garrett l\'immer, Mamie O'Flahertv
Stone and your corrl'spondent sat together and enjoyed one another's company for
a brief ;vhile, among quite a turnoutmany of whom we remembered. I learned
of the wedding of Chandler and Betty
Acker Gillespie's daughter, Nancy
From far off Pago Pago in American
Samoa, I received a note from Dorothy
Carneal Lee who was seeking Ann Woodward Courtney's address. Dorothy is a
W&M undergrad with an M.Fd. from UR
in 72 . Our column reaches far 'n wide to
strangers and old friends. So, let mL' hcM
from YOLJI

'43
Rar/111rn L_,wis Tal/Jotf

224 \Ve,;/mx,r/ Rt/
Annap<llrs. A-ft/. 21401
Ilse Schott Barnhart's son works in construction i11 Sacramt'nto. Her daugh ter in
Reno works for Herbalifc, attends modeling school and recently landed a part in a
movie
Mickey Allman Cage's husband Norman has recovered nicl'lv and is busy getting horses rcadv to ract'
Pam Carpenter Barnes and George
have ten grJndsons and on(• granddaug htl"r. Three of their daughtt'rs ,wn' married
from August 1983 to August 1984. Three
aft' m,1rrit'd to Baptist minislt'rs. Pam
helps Gcorgl''s sccrelarv process Medicare
and Medic,iid da ims and is treasurer."dircctor of ,l ~mall real estate corpor,1tion
Sht' played the piano as a child and no"
is the organist of her church.
The class sends love a11d svmpathy to
Dolly Dorsey Garwood on tht' loss of her
mother
Harriett Lewis Goodman teaches
four-vear-olds in nurscn· school two davs
a we~k and enjoys lwr five grandchildr~n
who live nearbv.
Ann OakeS and her sister, Rosalie
had a great but cold winter's trip through
Eastern Europe.
After two major surgeries, Maxine
Williams Rogers enjoyed a trip to the
British Virgin Islands. Her son, Alan, was
married in September.
In Peru, Pepper Gardner Hathaway
went down the Amazon into Lima, and
over the Andes to Cusco and the Inca ru ins and Machu Picchu
Csually busy with AAUW, book di~cussion group, and school voluntt'ering

Rose Koltukian Wallace and Jim did get
to visit their two sons and Pepper and
Anne Byrd
Leone Wicklund traveled to S,mthern
Pines and Pinehurst in ~"Jorth Carolina
and to Lynchburg, Va.
Our daughter. Mary Travis (Molly) is
t'ngag('d to Pett'r Bryant Smith, a graduate
of Pennsylvania State C. and a rL'gional
man;iger for Blistcx. 1 had sucn•ssful back
surgery (spurs rl'moved) to reliL'Ve_ a
pinched sciahc nt'rVL'. \low I can sit, stand
and walk! I'm back to swimming four
mornings a week.
My recurring fantasy is that all of you
'43'~ will write a ft'w words about yourselws un my postals and return them to

'45
Betty Lawson Dillard
1403 Friend Ave
So1dlr Boston, Va. 24592
Our 40th reunion is history, but plans arc
brewing already for 1990. Ann Seay Jackson expressed the sentiment of those prcst'nt when she said. "\Ve missed each of
our dt'ar friends who did not join us. A
special effort on your part to attend the
45th will be greatly appreciated by those
who come back regulJrly and who love
you and want to see you again"
A memorable weekend began Friday
night at the Deanery, which holds special
significance for us because of our memories of Miss Keller. Liz Parker Cone and
How;ird, Bitsy Rosenbaum Hurwitz and
Henry, Ann Seay Jackson and J.B., Jane
Wray Bristow McDorman, Wanda Walton
Pace and Warren, Mary Campbell Paulson and Jack, Nancy Lazenby Stables and
Linton, Jen lea Guthrie Yancey and Scott,
Lillian Belk Youell, and Les and I L'njoyed ;i delicious dinner outside in the
garden. We joined in a toast to Miss Keller aptly proposed by Mary Campbell
Paulson. Jane Thorpe and Evelyn Four·
akcr were special gu..sts who addl'd to the
pleasure of the occasion
Lil Belk Youell distributed the Ml'mory Book which she had cleverly put together with thl' information vou sent.
Those of you who would likE' a copy,
send Lil S6 and I promise you'll not be
disappointed in your purch;ise. The cost
docs not begin to cover the lime Jnd effort she put into publishing this reunion
ket'psake.
Following dinnt'T, Ann Seay Jackson
and J.B. invited us to thl'ir lovely home
for more reminiscing and we listened to
music of the '40's. The youngest Jackson
son, Will, was leaving with his bride
Cathy during the weekend for Seattle,
Wash., to make their home. Ann said it
was good to have the diversion of reunion
festivities to staunch the flow of lt'ars
whl'n it was time to say goodbye
Saturday we were blessed with more
of Fridav's beautiful weather for !ht' dedication o'f Sarah Brunet Memorial HalL
which was followed bv the alumnUae
luncheon in the Robin's Center. At the
luncheon, Jen Lea Guth rie Yancey gave

each of u~ a rccipe bookkt made up of
recipl's Sl'nl in by class members. After
lunch, Lil Youell rL'turned to Virginia
Beach to attend a rec('ption for the Court
Docent Program of which she is Director.
Saturday ewning Betty Clement
Adair and Eddy, Ann Twombly Leland
and Jim, Lib Weaver Martin and Les, and
Peggy Clark Huber juint'd us for dinner at
the Commonwealth Club. Afll'r dinner
Lib and Les continut"d on tu Vktori.i to
visit her mother. Lib is retiring from
teaching this year
Sunday, Liz Parker Cone and Howard graciously entertained us with an elegant luncheon as they have done so ofll'n
in the past, This day we were all glad tu
see Ellen Brooks Blackwell and Ruth Ann
Wicker Lynch again. E.B. had recently re·
turnt'd from a week's island vacation.
Ruth Ann teachL'S English in Powhatan
Lil Youell rt'turned from Va. Beach with
Mac, her husband. Liz and Howard's son,
Berkley, was visiting from Guatemala; he
has a second daughtcr who was born in
March, Franct'S Elizabeth, who will be
called Lizzie. Frances Cone Harrell of
South Boston has a third son, David llerkley, born in March also. Liz had a special
thrill in May wht'n she attendl'd the First
ladies' luncheon in \Vashington where
she met Mrs. Reagan and Mrs. llush. This
event was sponsored by the Congressional Club and Liz was one oi two women
chosen to repre5ent the Tobacco Institute
Bitsy Rosenbaum Hurwitz and Ht'nry
had driven from Schnectady. Two of thl'
I lurwitz children have earnt'd their doctorates, and the third has his mastt'Ts
from MIT. The Interim Dean at \Ve~thampton, Claire Millhiser Rosenbaum, is
Bitsy's sister-in-law and a '54 gradu,1te
Kathy Mumma Atkinson and Jack
were unable to attend but Kathy sent he r
regrets. noting also that Gladys Kauffman
Lowden will be married in October and
will move to Florida
Mildred Draper Atkinson was in Chi·
n,1 on a tour. Mary Campbell Paulson has
~:~_anothl'r most successful hand opt'raNancy Lazenby Stables and Linton
travelled the farthest distancl', coming
from Texas. They hope to retirt' in an an:,1
closer to both their families.
Wanda Walton Pace returned rt'ct'ntlv
from a visit to I law.iii and Hong Kong '
where her two daughters !ive. Judy and
Janet and their spouses work for Youth
With a Mission, an interdenominational
missionary outreach group. \Vanda and
1.-Varren were heading for their vacation
homl' at Kitty l lawk after the reunion
Betty Clement Adair and Eddy will
han' a new place to visit after July
DaughtL'r Robin and family will be moving to 1.-Valnut Creek, Calif. They also own
a winter home in the Florida Kcvs
Ann Twombly Leland and Jim drove
from lfomilton, \!.Y., and were spending
timL' with her mother in Lexington. Ann's
brother, an artist, lives in ltalv. The Lelands arc avid gardenHs who• t'njoy t'ating
and freezing the fruits of tht'ir labor. Ann
has recently had foot surg<'ry which will
enable her to pursue her athletic intert'sts
more comfortably.
At Liz's with Ann Jac kso n at the pi-
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ano, we sang Nancy Lazenby Stables'
award-winning proclamation song of yesteryear and elected new officers for the
next five years. Jane Wray Bristow
McDorman is president and reunion
chairman. Liz accepted the job of Fund
Chairman, but quickly declined upon
learning that it was not "Fun'' Chairman
Mary Campbell Paulson agreed to take
this new post and you will be hearing
from her. Betty Clement Adair is secretary. Send your news to her at 620 Country Club Rd., Culpeper, Va. 22701. Keep
those letters coming
Many thanks to Jen Lea Guthrie Yan•
cey and Scott for planning such a happy
and festive reunion . I wish each of vou
could have been then.a. We missed you!

'47
Susie Guard Wood\/
Rt. 4 Box 45
·
Bassett, Va. 24055
Betty O'Brien Yeats had a visit from Marie Walthall leSieur in August 1984. Marie and her family had moved to Boston in
the spring. Will, Yeats' youngest, attends
Calvin College in Grand Rapids. B.O. and
Joe have been to Joe's 35th class reunion
at West Point.
Betsy Slate Riley and Frank welcomed a new granddaughter, Catherine
Elizabeth. Her parents are Carson and
Deanie Riley who live in Alexandria, Va.,
where Carson is an associate pastor and
minister of youth at Plymouth Haven Baptist Church.
Susan Moomaw, daughter of Marion
Huske Moomaw, was married in June
1984 to Jack Humphreville. They live in
Los Angeles. Marion is back in school tu
renew her teaching certificate
Alice Louise Cralle, daughter of Alice
Mason Cralle and Jesse, graduated from
Westhampton in May 1983 and married
David M. Dunville in St'ptember 1984.
Martha Edwards Allen and Bobby
had a double wedding in November 1984
Fran married Paul Dru Bailey and Annah
married Rex Dewey Tille!. Anne Higgins
Borger was able to attend tht' wedding for
a!! of us. Martha and Bobby had 11 family
members visiting at Christmas.
Betty Tinsley Andrews and Dick
toured New England and Nova Scotia in
tht' summer of 1984. They had their children and sister Jean and family fur Christmas
On May 10, 1985, Beth Decker Kimball was the rt'cipient of the Alumni of
the University of Richmond Award fur
Distinguished Service. Beth was unable to
attend and her plaque was accepted by
her brother, Dr. John Laws Decker.
Carolyn Storm Pattie has been to Texas to see her daughter and grandchildrt'n
and to California to see her son
Sara Frances Young Derieux saw
Bobby Rock Hardv when she was in Richmond in the fall ,;f '84. S.F."s husband,
Sam, teaches at U.Va. two days a week.
Daughter Justin lives in Fredericksburg
C.L. and I have made several trips to
Myrtle Beach, where we own a condo at
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the Myrtle Beach Resort. G_randson Benjamm contmut's to be a real JOY, walkmg
alone at 9 months.
Our class sympathy goes to Betty
Brown Parsons who lost her mother

'51
Elizabeth Latimer Kokiko
1251 Sim Ridge Dr.

Pittsburgh, Pa. 1S241
"The dog died and the cat ran away; otherwise we arc fine." So began my note
from Rene Groves Howland. Rene and
John had a western trip last fall. touring
in a motor home. Frances (Reggie) Tonacd is employed in the local hospital
pharmacy. She and Robert returned to his
original home in the Italian Alps and then
went on to Yugoslavia
Elizabeth Gill White continues with
her piano teaching and serves as her
church organist. Both of her children arc
in college. Joyce Gladding Thomas and
Doody continue to live in their hometown
of Bowling Green with their children and
grandchildren nearby. Joyce says she
finds time for tennis, gardening and
bridge, which she learned many years ago
in the Tower Room. Ann Rogers Crittenden leads an active life doing a great deal
of volunteer work. She enjoys bridge, golf
and her grandchild. She secs Charlotte
Westervelt Bispham frequently. Ann's
husband is on the world travel circuit and
she can hardly wait for that once-in-a-lifetime trip
Marilyn Montague Harper and T.G.
have started another cable system in the
Roanoke area. They took time off last
summer for a European trip. Mary Lee
Moore Vinson and "T" have had several
trips to London and Romt', combining
business with pleasure. Mary Lee contin-

UR Alumni Bulletin, Winter '48: Five
sets of identical twins at Westhampton
(front to back): C. and V. Herrink, E.
and B. Chambliss, C. and C. Gates, W
and J. Schanen, R. and R. Corr

ues to meet the administrative demands
of her middle school where she is a reading specialist
Our son, Chris, completed his undergraduate work with a semester at the London School of Economics and was married
this spring. He and his wife, Judy. live in
the Philadelphia area where Jody is an accountant and Chris is a student at the
Temple U. School of Law
Start thinking and planning NOW for
our 35th reunion, which will be coming
up in the spring of 1986.
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Segar White Guy
5518 Hil/fa/1 Court
Columbia, Md. 21045
Thank you, Jeanne Plunkett Beckett, fur
serving as class secretary during 1984.
Congratulations to Dr. Carla Waal,
who received a Distinguished Alumna
Award in May 1985. Classmates at the
ceremony were Pauline Decker Brooks,
Peggy Dietrich Shackelford Rosa Ann
Thomas Moore, Ruby Vaughan Carson,
Jane Willcoxon Councill and Mary Ethel
Young Bruce.
Doris Johnston MacEwan's daughter,
Joan M. Childs, graduated magna cum
laude from the U. of Ottawa in June 1984
with a B.S. in nursing.
Betty Andrews Rhudy has worked
with her husband Bill as a dental assistant
for several years. Their daughter Jane, a
nurse, is married and lives in St. Petersburg, Fla. Son Bill, recently married also,
is Dean of Students at St. Ambrose College in Davenport, Iowa. Our sympathy
goes to Betty, who has lost both parents.
Pauline Decker Brooks' daughter
Donna has graduated from U.Va. Law
School and practices in Hartford, Conn
Jane Willcoxon Councill's daughter is
among the first women in the freshman
class at Washington & Lee U
Jane Wilson Rolston continues as a
director of children's religious education
at the first Presbyterian Church, Fort Collins, Colo. Holmes received a distinguished service award from Colorado
State U. last year. Their family, which includes active teenagers Shonny and Giles,
took a memorable camping trip together
to the East Coast last summer
Our Most Communicative Spouse
Award goes to the husband of Janet Johnston Parsons. Ronald Parsons, an attorney
in Webster Groves, Mo., has written
proudly and lovingly of her accomplishments and their five grown children. Janet, besides chairing the Math Department at a college prepar~tory school in St.
Louis County, is un the Admissions Board
and recently served on the school's committee to raise two million dollars. In the
community Janet is a director on the
Board of the Life Skills Foundation for the
Mentally Retarded and belongs to the
Council of Missouri Advocacy Services.
Of the widely scattered children, Barbara
remains in Richmond, is married and is
the Art Director for Mobillity Inc.
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foy Winstead
109 N. Crenslrnw Aue
Riclm1ond, Va. 23221

About one-third of the Class of '55
showed up during the weekend of May 31
to celebrate the 30th anniversary of our
graduation from Westhampton
Those attending at lea~t one event
were Margie Blevins Alexander, Virginia
Lovelace Barbee, Ruth Owen Batt, Mary
Ida Nelson Bolton, Jackie Kilby Brooks,
Janet Pace Burbage, Polly Bundick Dize,
Alice McCarty Haggerty, Pat Minor Hoover, Emily Menefee Johnston. Pat
Kantner Knick, Betty Jean Parrish Knott.
Betty Leigh Stembridge Leggett, Margaret
English Lester, Ann Shirlee Garrett Max•
son, Mary Anne Logan Mongan. Virginia
Murden, Dottie Smoker Nielsen. Barbara
Reynolds Orrell, Virginia Thomas Phillips. Burrell Williams Stultz, Marty
Glenn Taylor, Beulah Boston Thorson,
Jody Weaver Wampler, Nancy Johnson
White, Barbara Turner Willis, Grace Phillips Wright and your new class news secretary, Joy Winstead
Peggy Armstrong Tluszcz sent a letter of greetings and regrets to the class
since she was unable to return.
Pat Minor Hoover is practicing the art
of weaving in the I larrisonburg area and
will be our new Alumnae Fund chairman
Burrell Williams Stultz will continue to
be in charge of our class activities
By vote of those present al the class
meeting, gifts from the Class of '55 during
our reunion year that have not been designated for another fund will go to the
Women Involved in Living and Learning
(WILL) program. Jackie Kilby Brooks,
Bobbie Reynolds Orrell and I heard reports from students in the program at an
alumnae meeting and were much impressed with the program and the caliber
of young women involved in it. At this
point financial support is critical to its survival. The alumnae office has more information for those interested.
We kicked off our reunion with a
"For Women Only" party at Bumdl's
house on Friday night and dinner Saturday night al the Engineer's Club with
spouses and dates
Our outgoing class secretary. Virginia
"Sunshine" Murden, brought a news
clipping from Hope Guaraldi Wallace of
Palos Verdres, Calif. Hope's son, Stephen
Omohundro. received his doctorate in
physics in May from the U. of Calif. at
Berkeley and has accepted a job with
Thinking :vtachines Corp. in Cambridge,
Mass., an artificial intelligence company
associated with MIT
Virginia, a social worker with Adult
Protective Services in Portsmouth, is caring for her 92-year-old father and works
with the Ladies' Professional Golf Tournament in Portsmouth/Suffolk each spring.
Karl and Ruth Owen Bait's daughter,
Kathryn B. I Jcnderson, made headlines in
Tim,:, the Chicago Tri/June and the ,Vcw York
Daily 1\',:ws during the Grenada invasion
as the first woman to Ay a helicopter in a

"
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combat wne. Son Chris, now in Germany, is also a helicopter pilot, and son Paul
graduated from the U. of Florida and is
working in West Palm Beach. Kar! is l"ffiploycd at Cape Kennedy and Ruth spcnds
a lot of her time playing golf
Betty Jean Parrish Knott conccntratcs
on tennis while Charlie goes hunting and
fishing. Daughter Donna is at Catawba
Collcge and son Chuck plans to join the
Army.
Margaret English Lester has bcen living in :vtartinsvillc sinCl' 1955. She plays
tennis and was special gifts chairman for
the Cancer Crusadc this ycar. I lusband,
Morton, is in real estate dcvelopmcnt and
management. As for thc children, Courtney, 25, has bccn marricd for three years,
lives in Raleigh and sells advertising for a
weekly newspaper. Curtiss and Beverly
arc attending Va . Tech.
Burrell Williams Stultz is a Lower
School science consultant and teacher at
Collegiate School. lnkrests include the
Historic Richmond Foundation, Retreat
Hospital Auxiliary, tennis and summer
vacations at )Jag"s Head, N.C. I lusband
John is marketing director for Fidelity
Bankers Life Insurance Co. Daughter Lisa
is married and is an operating room nurse
in Atlanta where she sees Beulah Boston
Thorson's daughter, Terry
:vtary Ida Nelson Bolton's daughter.
El!en, 28, has been married for two years
and is teaching in Stick!eyville, Va. Her
son, Howard. 24, an '83 graduate of
Emory and Henry, is an auditor who travels throughout the country
Raymond and Pat Kantner Knick's
son, Van, finished his freshman year at
UR in June
Mary Anne Logan Mongan lives in
Salem and works as a library media specialist at Glen Cove Elementary School.
She wrote the Standards of Leaming for
Libraries for the state department Sum;l~:ti~l~~~ it~~uii~1e~e~~t;;tJe;ii:~o~~~~
Roanoke County. Daughter .\1artha Anne,
16, attends Salem High School; son Quinn
is married, attends Old Dominion U. during the year and Naval Divcr"s School in
San Diego in the summt'r; and son Brenton is in computer salt's in Roanoke
Dottie Smoker Nielsen lives in Media, Pa. Daughter Sharon is married and

hH two childrrn and dauihtcr Linda i1
attending collrgr in Miller,.,..ille. Dottir it
activr in tht' Prnn,vlvani• Federation of
Woinrn'• Club,. i1 a volunteer at thr mt'lup;r rrlay ct'ntrr for the dcd and •till
play• a lot of tl'nni1.
.\-torr about our dai1mate1 will br in
our next iHur
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Lowy Jane Long Walker
Rt. 2 Bux 706
L.mcasler, Va. 22503

Rita Davidson Stein is currently serving
as the President of the Interfaith Council
of Greater Richmond. This organization.
now in its 56th ycar. strives to eliminate
prejudice through education and understanding and is affiliated with the '.'Jational Conference of Christians and Jews as
well as United Way. Mrs. Stein is also
serving as Treasurl'f of Temple Beth El
and First Vice President of Jewish Family
Services

'59
Mar11 F. Coleman
3056 5. Abingdon 51.
Ar/1ng/011, Va. 22206

Our loving thoughts arc with Jo Barker
Campbell whose mother died in January,
Susan Payne Moundalexis whose mother
died in March and Jo Edwards Mierke
whose brother was killed in an automobile
accident in January.
Bob and Ruth Adkins Hill's daughter
.v1ary Lawrence graduated from Wake
Forest in May 1984 and now works for
Sovran Bank. Bobby is an engineering student at U.Va. and daughter Sarah has
completed high school. Ruth received her
master's in humanities from L'R in .\.Iav
1985
,
Eleanor Dickson Campbell's daugh ter Sally works for Virginia Power and
studics for her MBA al Va. Common-
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wealth U. at night; Mary Scott is a medical student at Bowman-Cray in Wins tonSalcm; Leslie !IJ is at Va. Tech.; and Jenny
completed highS<hooland also plans to
attend Tech
Margaret Rutherford Compton works
in her husband's office in Bluefield;
daughter Louise is at Wake Forest U. and
daughter Leslie is in high school.
Barbara Dulin Polis and Chuck celebrated their 25th anniwrsarylast year in
Culpc~r with parents and P('SSY and her
family; son Chuck graduated from U. of
South Florida; Laurie is at Auburn U. and
Sherrie is in high school. Peggy's son
Kevin received honorablc mention among
D<1dc Co. high school swimmers.
LaverneWatsonEdwardstc.ichcs
French part lime and her husband is district judgl' for Isle of Wight and Southampton counties . Son, Jim, senior in high
school. represen ted Isle of Wight County,
Va., du ring the Sesquetricentennial cele·
bration last year on th e Isle of Wigh t, En·
gland; and Becky is at William and Mary
Annette Ellis Osborne's daughter
Stephanie grad uated from Ohio U. whert.'
she was on a tennis scholarship. She mar·
ried in September 1984 and lives in Cali·
fornia. Son Curt is al Ohio U.; daughter
Lynette is at N.C. State U.; and Bill is in
high school
Marian Gates Breeden·s son Eddie
took architectural courses and daughter
Carlie completed first year of master's in
special education at U.Va.; son Lucius is
at Hampde n-Sydney a nd James is in high
school. Maria n has run the Tidewater
Club's pecan sale fundraiser for a number
of years and led a group to start a scholarship fund at WC for local students.
Shirley Gordon Highfill teaches En·
g!ish at Githens Junior High School in
Durham; Jerry does industrial automation
research fo r Lo rd Corp. in Cary, N.C.;
da ughter Anne is at Elon College and
daughter Leigh is in high school
Jackie Connell Atkinson's daughter
Missy is in graduate school at LINC and
sonMarkisatDuke
Cary Hancock Gilmer's daugh ter
Cary Lee graduated from Bryan College in
May and daugh ter Melanie was married
on May 25.
Jo and Otho Campbell toured En·
gland, Scotland, France and Holland in
June.
Martha Jordan Chukinas' son George
has been awarded a full four-year fellowship to Yale for a Ph.D. program in the
classics; daugh ter Mary has completed
two years at Vanderbi lt
Jean Marlin Wyndham wrote of a vis·
it fro m Dottie Sparks Brodie and Pat Par·
rish Daniel. Dottie has four children and
does religious education work. Pat is a
CPA and is married to Harry Daniel. a
Chesterfield Co. supervisor; their oldest
son graduated from U.Va .; their second
son is married and living in California and
their daughter is in high school. Jean
teaches remedial reading and math part
time and husband Herb is with Reynolds
Me tals and teaches two nights a week at
John Tyler Community College
MargueriteDorsey Fusse ll works ina
statelaboratory;shchasasoninFerrum
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College and two younger boys in middle
school.
JoAnn Miller has been named Assist·
ant Vke President at Wheat, First Securities in Richmond. She joined the corpora·
lion in 1980.
Jeanie Rice Hodder is a part-time
IL'Chnical aide for he r husband's consult•
ing business and a part-time travel agent;
their daugh ter Becky is at Duke and Laura
is in high school.
Ma ry Trew Hiddlecomb Lindquist' s
son Jeff has received an assis tantship at
the U. of Tennessee for graduate study in
theater.
Elizabeth Ramos Dunkum is Vice
President of Ways and Means for the
Women's Committee of the Richmond
Symphony. She and Ruth Hill teach a
learning to listen class lo inner-city preschoolers
GracelaneMullinax,activebefore
the General.Assembly against drunk driv•
mg. also pamts and writes. She was ~econd place winner for non-fiction in a
statewide literary contest. Son Ivan is at
St. Christopher's and daughter Maria is at
St. Gertrude's.
Eileen Cord le Harris"s son Chuck
took first place in physical science and
daughter Mary Kyle third place in Algebra
I at Math-Science Conforence for 20 counties at Virginia State U.
Karen Gardner Diedrich is President
of the Washington County Chamber of
Commerce; husband Jim farms and prac·
!ices orthopedics; daughter Kari is married
and studying in Austin; Doug is in medi·
cal school al U.Va. and Sandy is working
in Charlottesville
Sue Riley Lambiotte, who had been
teach ing math in tht' middle school in
Woodstock, is conct'ntraling on her home
business of flower arranging. Husband

Nations in New Yo rk. Ma ry and Jay are
active in Va. Tech. spo rts, and sht.' wo rks
in treasurer's office there
Nancy Hopkins Phillips and Bill have
a second grandchild, a girl born in De·
cembe_r to son David and wife; their youn•
ges t Lmda, in the School of Foreign Ser•
vice at Georgetown U., spent last semes•
terat the U. of Lima, Peru.
Beverly Wine Bowers' daugh ter Cin•
dy completed her first yea r at Mary Wash•
mgton College and Tammy was salutatori·
an of her high school class

~~:~;

C11ntluaShe/horS<'
4216Kingcrestl'arkmiy
R1chmo11d, Va. 23221
Our 20th reunion was highlighted by Fiorenze Stith's wedding to John Sterling on
June I, with Anne Stowe Trenda and
Vicki Batts Higgins coming in from North
Dakota and New York respectively. At
Jane L.1sle y Quinn'swehad a lovely
meeting over coffee and desserts, and
elected Brenda Netherwood Gibr,1II President, and Anne Gr.1nt Williams Fund
Chairman. Brenda is working part lim(' at
her husband's pharmaceutica!company,
and Anne is Co-Director of Volunteers at
the Women's Resource Center of UR. Her
daughter, Lori. will be attending \Vest·
hampton in the fall.
The first classmates I saw were Fran
Dix Mann and Nancy Curtis Wood; after
that I had to rely on nametags!
We learned tha t Rosemary Jones Serfillipi is writing articles for The New York
Ti,m'S and The English Journal, while teach·
ing high school in Connecticut. Leslie
McNeal Buden is PTA computer chair·
man at her sons' school, and taught an after-school computer course. She and Luther live in Bethesda, Md.
Linda Holt Lilly's son, r-.'ed, attended
the Gove rnor's School fo r the Gifted at
Mary Baldwin College this summer . Linda's whole fam ily enjoyed a visit from
two French cou ples this sp ring as a result

C~ae;~:r~:~k~tb!~'.hs~•~a;;~ii;~?~na~
U.Va.; son Walker has completed high
school and plans to attend N. C. State U.:
Ann is in high school and son Clay is in
elementary school.
MaryMarlowePrice'sdaughterjt'n·
ny is a surgical nurse at Roanoke Memorial; Kim is a junior at Lenoir-Rhvne College in Hickory, N.C., and was.head delei:;ate from her college to the Modt"I United

'66 Web: A couple shares a quiet mo-
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A1111HurdWi/so11

71041.ah>wood Dr.
Ric/mwnd, Va. 23229

Kay Koont z Gillett e's daughter, Jennifer,
will enroll as a freshman at U.Va. this fall.
Kay coached t('nnis this spring at Nanse·
mond-Suffolk Academv.
Stu and Pat Kirby' Percy's son. Chad.
wasmarriedonMay18. 1985inStates·
ville, N.C
Slater, son of Ga yle Jones Mapp '64;
Russell, son of Julie Perkinson Crews '62;
and Anne Randolph. daughter of Jud y
Barlow Bolling, are included in a group
of 30 Rotary Youth who spent a month in
Germany this summer. They stayed with
Rotary families. All three arc high school
)UntOrS.
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of an exchange program through school.
Sue Parrish Patrick is teaching learning
disabled children in Virginia Beach. Evelyn Garrett Bowyer enjoys oil painting
and has illustrated two historical coloring
books. Jane Buck Gardner is Director of
Volunteers at Richmond Metropolitan
Hospital. She, her husband and two teenagers live in Richmond. She told us that
Cheryl Kerr Stevens is working for r-.:ASA
in California.
Nancy Curtis Wood has a son, seven,
and a daughter, two and one-half. is active in community Bible study and studies
aerobic dancing. Margaret Brittle Brown
has a son, two, and her oldest daughter,
Susan, will attend Emory this fall. Frances
Guynn Newman is a ps}·chological consultant to pediatricians and has a counseling practice in Winston-Salem, l\".C. She
is active with the Junior League and is on
the Board of Horizons and C1cntl'narv
1--tcthodist Church. H1cr girls art' 11 and
14. Harryet Hubbard ~Vallace has three
children, and works part time in a library
near Baltimore. Suzanne Smola Reynolds
lives in fairfox County, teach1cs music to
kindergarten and first grade students in
Alexandria, and takes classes three days a
week. Her daughter, Becky, 14. is an ice
figure skater: Pam, 11, is a horseback rider; and David. eight. plays soccer.
Millie Bradshaw Brown is finishing
graduate school at Old Dominion C. in
math 1cducation . Her daughter, Angie.
will be a freshman at James Madison U
this year. Elayne Parsons Powell is teaching English at Norfolk Academy; and
Connie DeVane Hess is teaching children
with learning disabilities
Elizabeth Morris Meador and husband teach college in Goldsboro. N.C. She
couldn't attend the weekend because her
son Josh was reading a poem hl' wrote
that is about to be published. Carolina
Hudnall Manning is in graduate srhool at
Bowman Gray School of :,,.1edicine in microbiology and immunology. Rachel Norman Graves and husband take time off
from Graves Mountain Lodge to follow
U.Va. ath letics. Barbara Harton German
teaches first grade in Henrico County, has
a daughter three and one-half. and last
summer went to Denmark, Sweden and
Norwav. This summer I took students to
Europe' for three weeks, so talking with
Linda Armstrong Farrar was a treat. Her
family lives in Ellicott City, Md., and her
daughter, Suzanne, will also be a freshman at Westhampton. Linda is a travel
agent, and wail until you hear the plans
we're making for our 25th reunion. You
better not miss that one.
We ended the 1cvening listening to
Linda, Mary Ellen Kyle Philen . Ja net
Renshaw Carnighan and Barbara
Vaughan telling stories about our time at
Westhampton. On Saturday after our late
afternoon get-together, where we were
joined by Diane Minter Vann. Lee Whitley Brandis and Bettie Lee Currell Gas•
kins, Susan Gunn Quisenberry organized
a late dinner for us in the Fan so we could
prolong the good feeling of a wonderful
weekend! From now on send your news
to your new secretary, Jane Lasley Quinn
S1ce you in 1990.
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Cind.1.1Crcasy
8404 Slramwn Grun Ct
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Cl1eryl B/a11knis/iip /t'11ki11s
1731 I-V111dingridge Dr
Riclmw11d. Va. 13133

Kat/111 Neal White
3501 LuNxxk Dr

Haleigh. N.C. 27612
Anne Leigh Hawkes and Jim. B"69. are
living in Charleston, S.C. with thl'ir son
Ian and new daughter Ellen Eli.:abcth
Anne teachl.'S Englbh composition part
time at the College of Charleston. Jim is
also at the Collegl' of Charleston, teaching
statistics and production to business student,
:\1ary lee Watson Brazell, Jim and
their two daughters arc back on the East
Coast. Jim has been transferred to Charlotte. l\'.C., with Ralston Purina.
Adele Affleck Medved and Mel are
still living in Front Royal, Va., but have
sold their house in the country and
moved to town. Mel i~ now affiliated with
American Woodmark, a cabinet manufacturer. and Adele works part time at the
Social Security office.
L,1st S;,ptember Yvonne Olson Hall
and husband Charlie visited Frances
Fowler Whitener and Rick at their home
in Indianapolis. Yvonne and Charlie took
their camper on a two-month trip across
the United States. beginning in Annandale, Va., and travelling to the West Coast
and back. Frances is presently working as
a free-fance teacher of creative drama for
children and directing plays for children
and adults. I tusband Rick is a systems
administrator in the computer division of
a local bank
How,ud and I t>njoyed a trip to Jamaica in March with our ~ons Howard. Scott
and Peyton
Please keep your news coming.

Richmond, Va. 23228
We celebrated our 10th reunion .\1av 31st
with lots of memories. baby picturcS and
good food provided by the Richmond area
alumnae. Former Dean of Students Clara
M. Keith. whose portrait we commissioned for the University, was a special
guest in the .\forth Court Tower Room
Lee Price Davis, mother of 4-month-old
Ginny, and Linda McKee! Dunn, a selfemployed banking consultant and author
of a soon-to-be-published banking game,
headed the reunion committee.
Liz Mitchell Austin lives in Lynchburg with her dentist husband Keith and
their two girls. Following personnel work
al Westminster-Canterbury in Richmond.
Andrea Ruck Black is a full-time mother
to two girls. Mary Nell Blanton lives in
Amelia and is a math teacher at Midlothian High school
Ellen Christian Cross is "temporarily
retired" as a physical therapist and is
mother to a girl and a boy. Carolyn Hall
is an elementary school music teacher and
church music director and is taking on a
new job as manager of the Richmond
Symphony Chorus. Aft1cr living in Denver
and Dallas. Eleanor Meek Jones is now a
biology and earth science teacher in Detroit
, Meg M?rris Harrison formerly taught
French and 1s now a honwmaker and
mother to two daughters. Judy l\'hite
Jackson, a retir1cd physical education
teacher, liws in Albany, N.Y., and has
two children. Donna Anderson Mistr and
Bill started a business in 1.!altimore cal11cd
Art-Attracts; Donna is bookkeep;,r and office manager. Jean Panko Morgan teaches
French at Godwin High School
Becky Major Newman has a 4-ycarold daughter and a baby son. Teacher Karen Snead got the "most traveled"' award
after trips to many places around the
world. Carol Sutton is a library assistant
at UR. Helen Comer Sutton has two sons
and is a senior group underwriter at life
of Virginia.
Beverly Tisdale is a high school math
teacher and mother of two. Rachel Renfro
Wist is a software engineering manager
for IB:Vl in .\lorthern Virginia. Rita Daley
Hannafin is "mommv to Grace" in .\few
York and says sh1c h~s retir1cd from a \Vall
Street paycheck but not from working.
Lynn Hansucker is a tax paralegal for
McGuire, Woods & Battle in Richmond
and heads the board of directors for the
league of Animal Rights. l"m a feature
writer for the Richmond Times-Dispatch and
play 1m two softball teams.
Also returning for the Friday get-together, the Saturday luncheon and/or
dance in the new Sarah Brunet Memorial
Hall were Suzanne Heffner Brown. Diane
Fraser, Mefosa Calisch Drake, Jane
Stringfellow Pollard, Martha Schoonover.
Harriet Moncure Williams, Lynne Stanley
Kessler, Susan Lun, LoPresti. Jan Pennell
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Pace, Lisa Bryan Staples, Sharon Keyse r
and Krist in Ramkey
Althoug h they co uld n' t atte nd the reunion, these classma tes sen t news:
Leah Littleton Barfoot has ''two li ttle
boys who always seem tu ma ke life anything but dul l. " Gail Bailey Draney has
two sons and is retu rn ing tu Richmond after seven moves in ten years. Ellie Watts
Foltz isan accu un t t>xt>cul ive at Digital
Equ ipm ent Corp . in Rich mond.
Ann Giovannetti Gorwit z is a civil

servant; he r husband isin the military
Marilyn Alley Gowen was married in the
UR chapel las t year; she is a pediatrician
with a subspecialty in allergy and pulmonology . Nancy Campbell King has two
da ug hte rs . Judy Forrest Newlin keeps
busy w ith "three ado rable chi ldren, incredibly busy husband and voluntee r
wo rk with the Junio r League of Greensboro"
Debbie Copeland Parker has two
children and is a cost acco unta nt at L'nion
Ca m p Corp . Cindy Lowe Rynni ng is a
law librarian in Chicago and has a bnby
girL Sydney Sowell is a dentist with the
U.S. Ai r Force and has n two-yenr-old
son . Shl' has had an article published in
th e Jo urn al of the American Dental Associa tion
Teacher Terri e Pa yne West moved to
New Orleans in 1984. Mary Kirchman
Wharton sayshcra rtcarecrhastakena
U-tum. Since <,he got her license last year,
she has sold a mi ll ion an d a ha lf dollars in
rtal estate. She and Steve li ve in Ale xandria and have two boys
Many thanks to all who supplied me
wi th news through the years. Please do
thesa meforthencw secretary, Ellen
Christian Cross. Her add ress is 2310
Cha ncellor Rd., Richmond, Va . 23233.

'77
Slum 110110;;tcrR,l/h11 s
30JM01mtaii1i>i,wVr
Wa y11c, Pa . 19087
Cind y Ruth Ansell and Joe arc in H. Laude rda le, Fla . )<X' isa technical writer for
Gould an d Cindy has taken a leave of absence fro m working.:i t a li brary in order to
carefort hcir ncw son
Susan Peoples Glisson and her husband, Britt, live in Rich mond. They arc

'

both CPA"s . Carol yn Smith Purks and
MMtin work with You ng Life in He idelburg. West Germany.
H. B. Milam Hannah and her husband arc living in Roanoke where they
stay very busy as co-pastors of two United
Methodist churches. They have three
sons, Stuart, James and Timothy.
Paula Newtow n Mitchell is the head
th erapist at Lew is-Gale llospital in Roanoke. Beth Wh eele r married David Nelson. She works for the state of Virginia
and David is sales manager for a beverage
company. They are liv ing in Abingdon,
Va

!'lease send news!!!
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L,,5JieA.McLai11
90 Edgewater Drir1c #925
Cura/Ga/,/es, Florida33133
Pat Riley Corco ran has moved from West
Germany to her parents' house in Mary·
land. She's thinking of going to graduate
school.
Lynn Korink Hall is wo rking for MCl
Communications . She visited with Su sie
Early Via and her hu'iband, Craig, R'80,
while on a trip to Dallas. Lynn and Scott,
R'80. arc n'siding in McLean, Va
I w,1s promoted to a Marketing Assistant in thl'Caribbean Marketing Department with Texaco Latin America/We~!
Africa. I had the opportunity to participate in Texaco lnc."s 1985 Annual Stockholders' Meeting in Atlanta.

MARRIAGES
1965/Flo renze Stith and John Sterling,
June l ,1983
1977/Jan eE!izabeth Wheeler and David
Mende1Nclson,April 27, 1985
1982/Rene e Trump and Jeffrey Wilson
Caudill.June 22, 1985.
1982fTracy Jo Zim merman and Richard
Treat Gillespie, July 6, 1983.
1983/Patricia Thoman an d Robert Latessa,
June 15. 1985.
1984/Le ig h Pirino and Peter Rye, August
10,1985.

BIRTHS
1971/M r. and Mrs. Jin~ Hawkes (Anne
Leigh ), a daugh ter. EllmElizabeth,
Oct.2, 1984

'79 Web : Costumed students al the a111111al UR St 11de11t Union Hallowcc11 parry
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1973/Mr. and Mrs. William G. Deekens
(Donna Stroth er). a son, Brenton Ca rte r, Marc h 4, 1985.
1974/Mr. and :'vlrs. Theodo re L. Chandler,
Jr. (Laura Lee Hankins), a daughter,
Rebecca Lee, May 8, 1985
1975/Mr. and Mrs. Mark Davis (Nan cy
Heilman),ason, JamesDylan,Jan.2,
1983.
Mr. and Mrs. R.B. Newman (Becky
Major ), a son, Robert Burton !II , Jan.
18,1983.
1977/Mr. and Mrs . Jose ph Ansell (Cind y
Ruth ),ason, WiHia m Joseph,Nov.1,
1984.
Mr. and Mrs. Britt Glisson (Susan
Peoples), a son, Geoffrey Myers, Oct.
6. 1984.
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey B. Hammaker
(Me linda Pentz), a son, Jeffrey Beckh
Jr., April 22, 1985
Mr. and Mrs. Fleet Kirk (Kath ry n
Gord y), a son, Tyler Fleet, May 16,
1985
Mr . and Mrs. Wi ll iam C. Nance Jr
(Ann e-Robin Marsh), a son, Parker
Summerfield, Jan . 19, 1983
Mr. and Mrs . Martin Purks (Caroly n
Smith ), a son, Martin Earl, Dec. IO,
1984
1980/Mr.andMrs. JohnBishop( Kate
M app ),ason, Ky leStcvenson,Jan
20,1985
1981/Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Carroll (Regina Lindsay G ree n), a son, Bennett
Blackford,May7, 1985
Mr. and Mrs. Scot B. Weickcr (Lisa
Hull ), a daughter, Amanda Joy,
March 27, 1985

DEATHS
WCR/Ruth Harriso n Wilson, of Norfolk,
Va.,Mav 11, 1983.
1915/Constance Ga y Morenus, former associate professor of romance languages at Westhampton, of Arlington, Va ., Aug 28, 1983.
1918/Elizabeth B. Broc kenbrough , forme r
teacher, of Ri chmond,July2, 1983
1919/Virginia L. Ga y. former teacher, of
Richmond, April 27, 1985.
1920/El izabethJeffri es Hein rich, former
teacher, of Richmond, May 8, 1985.
1921/Ch.:irlotte C. Cre ws. of Dl>eatur, Ga.,
April 16, 1985.
1923/Donzella George Harper. of Irvington, Va., Aug. 7, 1984.
1924/Virgin ia Clore Johnson, of Belle Haven. Va ., Feb. 7, 1983.
1926/Virgin ia Walker Lee, former businesswoman, registered nurse and Director of the U.Va . School of Nursing;
of Richmond, Aug.4. 1983.
19271Pagc N. Price. former Assistant Director of Public Relations for the
American National Red Cross, of Arlington, Va .. Aug. 3, 1985
1938/Margarct H . Carpenter, author, poet
and formerll'achcr : of Norfolk, Va.,
:'vlay12. J983
1952/Rebecca Cu mby Randles , former
teacher and guidance counselor, of
Richmond, May 6, 1983.
1975/Sherric B. Sink, of Richmond, June
16,1985
Faculty/Elizab eth H . McLaughlin, fo rme r
professor of ma thema tics at UR, Ja n
1, 1983
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ALUMNI SEARCH
If so, please fill in the space shown and attach your
address label from this magazine. Send both to:

University of Richmond MagazineAddress Correction
University of Richmond
Virginia 23173
Keep in touch. We don't want you to miss a single
issue. And remember, by mailing us this form you
can help avoid unnecessary costs.
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ATTACH LABEL HERE
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Nam•~Old Addcess

L::----------=.J
New Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
New Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
New Business Information
Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Company
Address

Telephone

Prospective Students and Their Parents
Invited to Learn More About University ofRichmond
The University ofRichmond
cordially invites prospective
students and their parents to
learn more about our educational opportunities.
See our campus and some of
its facilities on film. Hear
more about student life from
current UR students. Ask an
Admissions representative
about the educational opportunities at the University.
Program time: 7:30 p. m.
promptly.

Dallas, TX•Jan.9, 1986

Roanoke, VA• Jan. 7, 1986
Holiday Inn Tanglewood
P.O. Box 13186
Roanoke, VA 24031
(703) 774-4400

Lincoln Hotel
5410 L.B.J. Freeway
Dallas, TX 75240
(214) 934-8400

Bethesda, MD· Jan. 8, 1986
Bethesda Marriott
5151 Pooks Hill Rd.
Bethesda, MD 20814
(301) 897-9400

Rochester, NY - Jan. 9, 1986
Rochester Maniott
Exit 46 N.Y.S. Twy, P.O. Box 9912
Rochester, NY 14623
(716) 359-1800

Atlanta, GA-Jan. 8, 1986

Tenace Garden Inn
3405 Lenox Rd., N.E.
Atlanta, CA 30326
(404) 261-9250

Vienna, VA•Jan. 9, 1986
Tysons Comer Maniott
8028 Leesburg Pike
Vienna, VA 22180
(703) 734-3200

Houston, TX• Jan. 8, 1986
Holiday Inn Crowne Plaza
2222 West Loop South
Houston, Texas 77027
(713) 961-7272

Norfolk, VA· Jan. 9, 1986
Omni International Hotel
777 Waterlront Drive
Norfolk, VA 23510
(804) 622-6664

Pittsbu,gh, PA-Jan. 8, 1986
The Sheraton Hotel at Station Square
Carson and Smithfield Streets
Plttsbu,gh. PA 15219
(412) 261-2000

St. Louis, MO. Jan. 9, 1986
The Breckenridge Frontenac
1335 S. Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63131
(314) 993-1100
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